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Ix THE MATTER OF

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
MODIFYIKG ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 3 AND 7 OF THE CLA YTOK ACT AXD SEC. 5 OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 902. Consent Order ,

Sept.

1977- Modifying

Order ,

March

, 1991

This order reopens the proceeding and modifies Paragraph LA of the 1977 consent
order (90 FTC 257) by allowing the respondent to enter into multi- year
requirements contracts with several new industrial gas distribution companies
NEWCOs

ORDER MODIFYING CONSE:-T OIWER

ISSUED SEPTEMBER 28 , 1977
On November 2 , 1990 , Lnion Carbide Corporation (" Carbide ) filed
request"
a " Request to Reopen Proceeding and Modify Order

pursuant to Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15
C. 45(b) and Section 2. 51 of the Federal Trade Commission
Procedures and Rules of Practice , 16 CFR 2. 51. The request asks the
Commission to reopen and modify the consent order in Docket No. C-

2902 (" order ). Carbide seeks to have paragraph LA. of the order
modified to permit Carbide to enter into requirements contracts for
terms longer than one year with several gas distribution companies

which are to be formed from packaged gas distribution businesses in
which UCIG had , as of November 1 , 1990 , more than a 50% interest
NEWCOs ) and are to be owned jointly by the Union Carbide
Industrial Gas division (" UCIG" ) and its employees. The employees
and management together wil own more than 50% interest in each
T"EWCO. The order presently requires that any requirements contracts with distributors in which Carbide does not own a " majority

interest" have initial terms not longer

than one year and be

terminable annually on not more than 90- days notice.
The Commission has carefully considered Carbide s request and has
concluded that the public interest warrants reopening and modifying

paragraph LA to allow Carbide to enter into requirements contracts
with the NEWCOs for terms greater than one year. Carbide did not
request , and the Commission has not considered , that the order be
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reopened and modified on the grounds of changed conditions of fact or
law. The request was put on the public record and no comments were
received.
Standard for Reopening a Final Order of the Commission

Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 V.

C. 45(b),

provides that the Commission " shall reopen " an order to consider
whether it should be modified if the respondent " makes a satisfactory

showing that changed conditions of law or fact require such order to
be altered , modified , or set aside in whole or in part. " 1 The language

of Section 5(b) plainly anticipates that the burden is on the petitioner
to make the satisfactory showing of changed conditions to obtain a
reopening.
See Gautreaux v. Pierce 535 F. Supp. 423 , 426 (N. D. Il

1982) (requester must show " exceptional

circumstances , new
changed or unforeseen at the time the decree was entered" ). The

legislative history also makes clear that the requester has the burden

of showing, by means other than conclusory statements , why an order
should be modified. If the Commission determines that the petitioner
has made the necessary showing, it must reopen the order to consider
whether modification is in fact required and the nature and extent of
the modification. 3 The Commission is not required to reopen the order

however , if the requester fails to meet its burden of making the
satisfactory showing of changed conditions required by the statute.

This burden is not a light one in view of the public interest in repose
and finality of the Commission s orders. See Federated Department
StoTes , Inc. v. Moitie 425 U. S. 394 (1981) (strong public interest
J Sf'ction 5(h) provides ,

in pa!1:

(TJhe Commission shall reopen any such order to ron idef whetr. cr such order (including any af:irmative
re:ie: provision con ajncd in such order) should be altered , modified , or set aside n whole or in part , if the

person , partncrship, or corpora ior- involved files a request with the Commissior. which makes a
satisfadOl)' si,Qwing that changed conditions of :aw or fact require such order to be altered , modified , or
set aside, in who:e or in part

The 1980 amend:neYJt to Section 5(b) did not change the standard for order reopening and IY. odification , but

codificldj existir. g

Commission procedures by requiring the Commission to reopen an order if the

pecified

showing- is made " S, Rep. No. 96- 500 , 96th Cong. , 2ri Sess, 9- 10

(1979). and added the requirement that the
Cum mission ae or: petitions to reope): within 120 days of fiing2 The :egi
lative hstory of amer. ded Section 5(b), S. Rep. No- 96- 500 , 96th Congo 2d Sess. 9- 10 (1979),
sta'.es
L"r. merit.orious ,

time- consuming and dilatory req'Jests are not to be condoned. A IT. ere facial demonstration
of changed f,lcts or circu!Ystances is nut sufficient. . . . The Commissio:l , to reemphasize , may properly
decline to reopen an order if a request is merely conclusor::,' or otherwise fa:ls to set forth specific facts
demonstrating in detaij the nature of the changed conditiOJ:s and the reasons why these changed
condiLonsrequire the requestec IT. odificat:or. of the order.
J The :eg:s:a'.ive l1isto!)' notes: '''
e CO!:lmission may empioy whatever procedures it deerr. s appropriate in
aid" of the deeis:o!l whether to modify an order. S, Rep. No, 96- 500 , 96th Cong" 2d Sess, 10 (1979)

);
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Bowman Transportation

considerations support repose and finality);

Inc. v. Arkansas- Best Freight System , Inc.

419 C. S. 281 ,

296 (1974)

sound basis for. . . (not reopeningJ except in the most extraordinary
circumstances RSR Corp. v. FTC 656 F. 2d 718 , 721- 22 (D. C. Cir.
1981) (applying

standard to FTC order.

Bowman Transportation

The Commission may also modify an order pursuant to Section 5(b)

when , although changed circumstances would not require reopening,

the Commission determines that the public interest requires such
action. Respondents are invited in requests to reopen to show how the
public interest warrants the requested modification. 16 CFR 2. 51(b).
In the case of a request for modification based on this ground , a

petitioner must demonstrate as a threshold matter some affirmative
need to modify the order.
See Damon Corp. Docket No. C- 2916
Letter to Joel E. Hoffman , Esq. (March 24 , 1983) (unpublished)

Damon Letter ) at 2. For example , it may be in the public interest
to modify an order " to relieve any impediment to effective competition
No.
2916 , 101
that may result from the order. Damon Corp. Docket
FTC 692 (1983). Once this showing of need is made , the Commission
wil balance the reasons favoring the requested modification against
See

any reasons not to make the modification.

, Chevron Corp.

Docket No. C- 3147 ,

Damon Letter at 2 see

105 FTC 228 (1985) (public

interest warrants modification where potential harm to respondent'
ability to compete outweighs any further need for the order). The
Commission will also consider whether the particular modification
sought is appropriate to remedy the identified harm. Damon Letter at
Requested Modification of Paragraph 1.A of the

Order

Carbide proposes to spin off a portion of UCIG to form approximately five new companies ,

the NEWCOs ,

that wil sell packaged

industrial gas in cylinders to retaiJ distributors. The NEWCOs will
take over UCIG' s filling plants , calcium carbide based

acetylene

production faciJities and packaged gas retaiJ outlets. They will also
acquire UCIG' s cylinder inventory. UCIG will continue to sell
industrial gas in bulk form to independent distributors and to the

NEWCOs (which will become LCIG' s largest bulk gas customers)
which will sell packaged gas to independent distributors.
The NEWCOs wil be run by current CCIG management. At least
35% of each NEWCO' s voting securities will be owned by UCIG , and a
majority of each NEWCO' s stock will be owned by NEWCO Employee
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Stock Ownership Plan (" ESOP" ). The small remaining amount of
stock of each NEWCO would be sold to the T"EWCO management. 4 In
addition , UCIG wil have a warrant permitting it to purchase enough
new issue stock to raise its common stock position in the NEWCO to
over 50%. VCIG will not be required to exercise the warrant but, may
do so at any time with no constraint from the NEWCO. UCIG' s stock
ownership will assure it of a seat on the NEWCO' s boards , and
Carbide states that it is contemplated that UCIG will have the right to

approve most major decisions by the NEWCOs. Request at 11.
UCIG proposes that it will enter into a multi- year supply contract
with each NEWCO for industrial gas with (1) an " evergreen

provision-a provision that renews a contract from term to term in
lieu of notice by one of the parties to the contrary; and (2) a right of
UCIG to meet any lower price offered by a competitor.
The Order Should be Reopened and Modified
The Commission has determined that paragraph LA of the order

should be reopened and modified as requested by Carbide. Carbide

currently planned restructuring is neither prohibited nor required by
anything in the order. As a consequence , the Commission is not called
upon to consider whether Carbide s preference for a structure in

which Carbide retains less than fifty percent

ownership is a

reasonable business decision. Carbide has shown , however , that its
business judgment wil be affected by the application of the order to
Carbide s relationships with the NEWCOs. The order may thus cause
injury to Carbide , by causing Carbide to choose a less

structure for the

preferred

NEWCOs. Carbide has therefore shown ,

as a

threshold matter , the potential for competitive injury if it is unable to
use multi- year requirements contracts with the new companies to be

also has determined that
s relationship with the NEWCOs may
deter these spin-offs , a result not intended by the order , and thus that
the reasons for the modification outweigh any reasons against this
modification.
spun off from U CI G. The Commission
applying the order to Carbide

4 Only KEWCO employees

, UCIG anc the ESOP will he pe!'-itted to own I\EWCO stock. The NEWCOs will
also be allowed to use a Linde- derived name (Linde is the trade name for UCIG gas) as a company name , use
the Linde logo, enter into a rec:procal free exchar. ge of safety information , an applications technology license
and an exchange of cylinder technology. These be!1efi s wi:l be cor. tingent upon the NEWCOs ' continued use of
UCIG gas , L'CIG' s continuation of ownersr. ip in the !\EWCO , and maintenance of safety stanctarcs acceptable
to DClG.
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1. Carbide has shown a threshold mJury
Initially, Carbide asserts that it is experiencing financial diffculties
in the packaged gas business and hopes that restructuring with
employee-owned businesses wil revitalize an otherwise stagnant

business sector. The creation of the NEWCOs is not constrained 15y
the order. Carbide also has shown that if multi- year

contracts with the

NEWCOs are not permitted it may incur costs- by having to choose a
less preferred structure for the NEWCOs-as a result of the order in a

way not contemplated when the order was entered.
Carbide s decision to create the NEWCOs stems from what it claims

is the generally poor performance of its packaged gas business and
the hope that a new structure wil increase the competitiveness of the

business. Carbide attributes this poor performance to a number of
factors: the lack of entrepreneurial spirit needed to compete in the

retail packaged gas business;

outmoded fill plants and acetylene
plants; poor productivity; excess labor costs; higher salary and benefit
structures than its competitors because UCIG' s compensation and
benefits are pegged to the chemical industry as opposed to competi-

tion in the retail packaged gas business; and high overhead costs
attributable to the existing Carbide structure.
The proposed spin- offs wil , Carbide hopes , revitalize its packaged
industrial gas business. The NEWCOs wil have lower salary and

benefit schedules and lower ovcrhead costs. According to Carbide , a
key component to the creation of the NEWCOs is that an Employee
Stock Ownership Plan will own over 50% of each NEWCO. First

by its
more
effective
employees will be a
competitor. Request at 16.
According to Carbide s ESOP expert , companies in which ESOPs own
over 50 percent of the business have higher productivity and perform
Carbide believes that a business that is majority owned

better than conventional firms in terms of salcs growth , operating

margin , return on equity, book value per share growth , long term debt
as a percentage of capitalization , and return on investment
company stock.

Hoffmire ,

See

Request at Exhibit 4 , Affidavit of John S.

II , President of Hoffmire & Associates , Ltd. Second

, it is

important that lenders to the ESOP for the acquisition of company
stock are granted special tax incentives if the ESOP lendee owns 50%
or more of the company. This allo" s the lender frequently to offer the
majority- owning ESOP reduced rates at which it may borrow money
to invest in the company

s stock; if the ESOP buys less than 50

percent of NEWCO , its cost of capital will be higher. Request at 17.
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In Carbide s business judgment , it must invigorate its industrial gas
business , and Carbide has chosen to spin off part of its business in an
effort to gain efficiencies. This spin-off proposal is not prohibited by
the order.

Although Carbide has not conditioned the spin- offs on the Commission s approval of the requested modification , it may change the ' form
of the NEWCOs if the modification is not granted. Carbide states that

it may increase its stock ownership in the NEWCOs to over 50%
thereby clearly retaining a " majority interest." Request at 1 7. By
doing this ,

Carbide would be able to maintain long- term supply

contracts but , in the process

, the NEWCOs with minority ESOP

ownership would likely forego some efficiency gains of the C\EWCOs

with majority ESOP ownership. Request at 17. Carbide has identified
the potential efficiency losses from such a decision: the tax advantages Congress afforded to businesses that are more than 50% owned

by ESOPs wil be lost; the businesses ' entrepreneurial incentives wil
be more limited; and " to the extent the NEWCOs are successful in
expanding sales , this in turn would likely permit better loading of
UCIG' s plants and make UCIG a more effective competitor in gas

production. If the ESOP' s ability to acquire more than 50% of the
NEWCO' s stock harms NEWCO' s cash flow and cost of capital-

reducing its ability to compete- this will ,

thus

in turn , adversely affect

UCIG as the NEWCOs ' supplier. " Request at 17.
The Commission has concluded that Carbide has met its threshold
burden of establishing that it is suffering or may suffer some
competitive injury as a

result of the order and in a way not

contemplated when the order was entered. Carbide has satisfactorily

demonstrated a need for modification of the order to enable it to use
requirements contracts with terms greater than one year with the

NEWCOs. Carbide s proposal to spin off the packaged industrial gas
business- as opposed to entering contracts or making acquisitions
that increase concentration and

vertical integration-was not a

concern addressed by the complaint when the complaint and order
were entered in 1977. The order s prohibition against requirements
contracts with terms greater than one year may deter Carbide from

making what may be cost-reducing

changes in its

industrial gas

business. Accordingly, the order will likely impede Carbide s ability to
compete vigorously and effectively in the industrial gas market.
5 Carbide

s cost savings would not

ability to compete.

f'chnically be effciencies , but none

heless could strengthen Carbide
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2. The Order should be modified

The Commission has determined that Carbide s showing of need for

the modification outweighs any reasons not to modify the order. In
this particular situation , the use of long-

term contracts with the

NEWCOs is consistent with the apparent general intent of the ord
and does not increase the specific problems that paragraph LA. 1 was
designed to remedy.
The complaint addressed Carbide

s acquisitions and plans to acquire

many industrial gas distributors , which would have had the effect of

foreclosing Carbide s competitors from a substantial segment of the

sale and manufacture of industrial gas , impairing the ability of
nonintegrated competitors and distributors to compete in the sale of
industrial gases , raising barriers to entry in the sale of industrial
gases to distributors , accelerating a trend towards vertical integration
of suppliers and distributors of industrial gases , and eliminating
Carbide as a potential entrant through internal expansion into the
retail sales of industrial gases in areas where it acquired an interest in
distributors. Paragraphs II and IV of the order required Carbide to
Commission before making certain
acquisitions of downstream distributors. Both paragraphs expired in
1987.

obtain the prior approval of the

The complaint also alleged that Carbide required independent
distributors , pursuant to a contract , agreement or understanding, to
purchase from Carbide their total requirements of each industrial gas.
Complaint at paragraph 10(a). The effects of such acts were alleged
to substantially lessen competition in the sale of industrial gas to

independent distributors and consumers , increase entry barriers in the
sales of industrial gases to distributors and deprive distributors of the
opportunity of competing for sales of industrial gases to certain
customers. Complaint at paragraph 11. Paragraphs I and II of the
order curtail Carbide s non-acquisition behavior , such as multi- year
contracts , that may have an effect similar to vertical acquisitions.

These paragraphs are in effect until 1997.
Carbide s decision to change the structure of its industrial gas
business through the creation of the NEWCOs- does not run
contrary to the concerns in the complaint. The complaint addressed
the harmful effects of Carbide s further integration of the industrial

gas business through acquisitions or other contractual activities with
independent distributors. Although the NEWCOs will change from
formerly 100% Carbide- owned businesses to less than wholly- owned
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entities , Carbide will retain significant control over them. Using longterm requirements contracts with these entities , therefore , does not
appear to vary significantly from Carbide s present relationship with
its wholly-owned

distributors. Because Carbide wil not retain

majority interest in the NEWCOs , however , a modification is required

to allow Carbide to pursue this particular restructuring.
Carbide s likely retention of a significant interest and effective
control over many of the NEWCOs ' operations does not outweigh the
arguments favoring the requested order modification. Carbide already
has complete control over its wholly- owned distributors , and the
proposed spin-offs cannot enhance and may somewhat reduce that

control. Although denying the use of multi- year contracts with the
T"EWCOs might force Carbide to break totally its ties with its

formerly wholly-owned distributors ,
impede Carbide

a denial also might stop or

NEWCOs. The
Commission concludes , therefore , that the order s prohibition on longs preferred structuring plan for the

term contracts should be modified in this instance.
The proposed modification narrowly outlines which entities will be
allowed to have multi- year requirements contracts with Carbide.
Carbide must own at least 35% of the distributor and have a warrant

exercisable at its sole discretion permitting Carbide to cause the
distributor to raise Carbide s stock interest to over 50%. In addition
the proposed language limits Carbide from entering into long- term
contracts with distributors unless it is with a distributor that Carbide
owned outright on November 1 , 1990 , or a distributor that was
formed to conduct a packaged gas distribution business in which

Carbide had a majority interest on :-ovember 1 , 1990 , and a majority
of the stock is owned by an ESOP. This severely limits the number of
entities with which Carbide can enter into long- term contracts; no
current independent distributors could be included. The modification
therefore , allows Carbide to accomplish its spin-offs , but does not alter
Carbide s obligations to its current independent distributors.

Even though Carbide will be able to enter into multi- year contracts
with the NEWCOs , the NEWCOs will not be able to do the same with
independent distributors or end users that acquire packaged gas from
them , because the NEWCOs will be successors in intercst to Carbide
cylinder gas business. Similarly, UCIG' s bulk sales to indepcndent
distributors will also remain subject to the multi- year contract
prohibition in the order. It is not inconsistent to treat the NEWCOs as
separate entities
not majority-owned subsidiaries of Carbide , for
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purposes of UCIG contracts with the NEWCOs , but require the
NEWCOs to adhere to the order in their contracts with independent
distributors. Carbide has acknowledged that as a condition to the
formation of the NEWCOs , the NEWCOs will agree to be bound by
the terms of the order.
Accordingly,

it

is

ordered that this matter be reopened and that

paragraph LA of the Commission s order in Docket No. C- 2902

issued on September 28 , 1977 , be modified , as of the date of service of

this order , to add the following language to the end of paragraph LA:
Provided , however for the purpose of applying Part LA. 1 of this
order , any distributor in which respondent owns not less than 35% of
the distributor s common stock and in which respondent has a warrant

exercisable at its sole discretion permitting respondent to cause the
distributor to issue sufficient new stock to raise respondent' s stock
interest to more than 50% shall be treated in the same manner as a

distributor in which respondent owns a majority interest , provided
that (1) respondent owned more than 50% of the outstanding capital
stock of such distributor on November 1 , 1990 , or (2) such distributor
was formed to conduct a packaged gas distribution business in which

respondent had a majority interest on November

1 , 1990 , and a

majority of the stock of such distributor is owned
stock ownership plan.

by an employee

Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
DISSEKTIKG STATEME);T OF COMMISSIOKER MARY L. AZCCENAGA

A majority of the Commission today grants the petition of Lnion
Carbide Corporation to reopen and modify the order in Docket C-

2902 , although Union Carbide failed to show public interest considerations that warrant reopening.

J The

decision of the majority is

inconsistent with the Commission s standards for reopening a final

order , and it is manifestly unfair to the respondents that have been
held to those standards. The decision also is inconsistent with the
Commission s ruling on a virtually identical petition in this same
matter in 1988 , and it is inconsistent with a decision in another matter
1 Unio:: Ca b:de in :ts petition to reopen relice: sc:ely on pubEc intencot considerations ane did no aliege
;;(0) of be Federal Trade Co:nmission Ac . 15 USe. 45(b).

changec conditior.s Gf law or fact. See
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that the Commission is now defending in federal court. The decision
is arbitrary and capricious. I dissent.

Paragraph LA of the order in Docket C- 2902 bars Union Carlide

from having supply contracts with an initial term of more than one
year with industrial gas distributors " in which lUnion CarbideJ owns
less than a majority interest."3 The order does not restrict supply
contracts between Union Carbide and distributors in which it owns a
majority interest. These two alternatives would seem sufficient to
address the universe of ownership interests that Union Carbide might
have in distributors. But the modification granted today at Union
Carbide s request creates a third category of distributors- those in

which Union Carbide recently has divested its majority interest but
with whom , unlike other firms in which l:nion Carbide also does not
own a majority interest , Union Carbide is permitted to have longterm
supply contracts. The only justification identified for reopening and so
modifying the order is Union Carbide s prefcrence for multi- year
contracts with distributors that it formerly owned. Union Carbide

preference not to comply with a constraint to which it agreed is
insufficient for reopening a final order of the Commission.
Reopening an order may be warranted in the public interest when
the respondent shows as a threshold matter some affirmative need to
modify the order , usually a competitive disadvantage resulting from

when the order was entered.
Union Carbide has not made thc requisite threshold showing. Instead
Union Carbide in its request asserts that the order s one- year limit on
contracts with distributors in which Union Carbide owns less than a
majority interest impedes its ability to achieve efficient distribution.
Request To Reopen Proceeding and Modify Order , Kovember 2 , 1990
request" ), at 21. This alleged burden is the same burden Union
Carbide agreed to assume in 1977 in settement of alleged violations
the order that was not contemplated

of law , and Union Carbide makes no showing that the

competitive

context of the order now is any different in naturc or degree from

when it agreed to the terms of the order.
2 LOuisiana3 Paragraph

Pacific Corp. ,
LA

Dorket C- 2956

appeal fiied

No. 90- 35733

(9th Cir, Aug. 16 ,

1990).

will expire :0 1997

4 Once such a showing is made , the' Cor-.

mission wii: ccns:der the reasa:-. " for ar d

whether the par'. icldar modificat:o reqlit'sted is appropriate
Corp. , Dockc
2916 , 101 FTC 689 , 692 (lD83)

Olga:r.
st IT. odification

to remedy tl:e identified harm.
See , eq,

ane.

Darr. o,.
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Union Carbide s argument for multi- year supply contracts also is
the identical argument that it made in its 1988 petition to reopen the
order and that the Commission considered and rejected in 1988. Letter
to Glen S. Howard , Esq. , November 10 , 1988. The majority does not
even acknowledge the 1988 decision , much less explain why it should
be overruled. This reveals a troubling inattention to the principles-of

law that should underlie our

decisions. Like its twin in 1988 ,

the

request should be denied.

II.

Union Carbide proposes to create several new companies (" NEWCOs ) by divesting its majority interest in several gas distribution

companies that are wholly owned by Union Carbide Industrial Gases

Inc. (" UCIG" ), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Union Carbide , to
employee stock ownership plans (" ESOP" ). UCIG will retain a
substantial interest in each NEWCO and the right to buy enough
NEWCO shares to reacquire a majority interest. 5 The NEWCOs will
acquire UCIG' s cylinder gas business , and UCIG anticipates that the
NEWCOs wil be UCIG' s largest bulk gas customers. Request at 9- 12.

Union Carbide hopes to achieve a number of benefits from the ESOPowned NEWCOs , including improved entrepreneurial spirit and the
ability to cut costs. Request at 8- 9 & 16- 17.
Union Carbide insists that multi- year supply contracts with the
NEWCOs are essential because the order s one- year limit on contracts
with distributors in which Union Carbide owns less than a majority
interest " impedes UCIG' s ability to achieve efficient distribution.

Request at 21. This is the argument that the Commission rejected in
1988. Union Carbide also warns that if the requested modification is
not granted ,

UCIG may choose to keep its majority interest in the

NEWCOs. Request at 16- 17. r, Why this should be objectionable to the

Commission is unexplained.
5 The majority by its siier. cc impi citly rejects Cnion Carbide s suggestion that its rie facto contra:" of :1',
I\EWCOs might be decr.ed a " majority interest" for purposes of paragraph LA of the order. Request at 3 1\.
Tr, is seems correct according to the tern:s of the order

6 In a variation of this argument , Union C"rbicie asserts thaht should " not be compelied" by its pro;Josed
d;vestiture " to forfeit its multi- year rclationship " with its CL.rrent subsidiaries Rer;uest at 3. Althougr- tn:s
argument r. as a certain fade appea: , it does not withstand exarninato!1. First , it is Union Carbide s 1988
arg-umentin new ciotr. es ar. , like the earlier petitior. , :ncorrect: y aSS'Jmes that the order s limit on rontracts
impedes Cnion Carbide

s ab:lity to compete in some way that was not c01,te platcd when the order was

entered. Second , the argurrent ignores tJ' e si ple fact that t\1e restriction to which CnioTi Cal' bice objects does
s;'8sidiar:es, TrJ :rd , and
not and would not apply to its C' Jrrent subsidiaries b, t rather to newly organized nOTlcor. versely, Cnion CurbiJe is not compelled ue. der a:lY SCc' Tiario from forieiting IT. ulli- yelir relationsr.ips with its
artual subsidiaries. Finally, the word " forfeit" ir.plies some new right to'J:ti- year contracts with distri' outors
less ' han a majority interes , b'Jt any such " r:ght" was resolved by the order to
in whirh Unior. Carbide OW,:o'
wr.ch lJnior. Carbide conser, tec

.'
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I agree with the majority of the

Commission that nothing in the

order prohibits or requires Union Carbide s proposed divestiture to the
NEWCOs. The order does not contemplate any particular structure for
Union Carbide. Paragraph LA of the order accords djf rent
treatment to distributors that are majority- owned by Union Carbide
and those that are not , but it is indifferent to the identity of owners
other than Union Carbide. I also agree with the majority that the

Commission need not decide " whether Carbide s preference " to divest
its majority interest in its wholly-owned distributors " is a reasonable
business decision. " Order Modifying Consent Order at 5. The proposed

divestitures clearly arc matters with which the order is not

con-

cerned. '

I disagree with the conclusion of the majority that Lnion Carbide
has made a threshold showing of competitive injury resulting from the
order. The majority infers injury from Union Carbide s claim that " its
business judgment will be affected by the application of the order to
Carbide s relationships with the NEWCOs
that the order may
caus( e J

Carbide to choose a less preferred structure for the

NEWCOs. "9 Order Modifying Consent Ordcr at 5. In other words , the

majority finds that the order creates an impediment to competition if
the order affects Union Carbide s preference or " business judgment."
This extraordinary conclusion relegatcs the decision whether to

reopen final orders of the Commission to the business preferences of
the respondent. If this is the standard , can there be a point to writing

orders in the first place?
A final order of the Commission necessarily affects the business
judgment of a respondent. The order is part of the legal landscape in
which the respondent does business. For example , an order requiring
divestiture surely affects the business judgment of a rcspondent. The
, Paragraphs 111 and IV of the ordf'r feq,, red Uilion Carbide for ten year" s to obCo.in he prior app:oval of the
COTnIT.ission before making- certain acquisitior.
;:, They

H Despite its disclaimer ,

Carbide

expired ill 198.

the majority appears to attribu c some efficiencies (01' cost s&.ving
) to UniOT,

Order Modifying- Order at 0:7 & n. 5. It is worth cting :hat it is a depal'tw'
llal practice to accept assertions of effjcje:1cie at :"
acc value. Furthe!" , it is not t:1C
Commission s primary concern to maximize the prufitabi ity of individual cO! wanie . If that were the case.!1C
C:ommissio;. would star, d aside and allow anticompeti':ive mel' gers and , indeed , b:atant price :ix:r. g to p:' orTcd
uncb.i,er. ged, The mode 0: ':hirJKing ' hll nderlies COIT.
peti':ior: policy and L c lln'.itrust laws is t J": cOIT. pan:es
e Ur::on Carbide generaiiy can be expected to :ake care of tr eir own i:lterests , whir:r. leaves the Commission
free to cor.
strain any abuse of ':neir methods and to maintain a ievel p:ayirJg f:elri anlOng compeD, ors
9 The ma50ri':y presur.ab:y means a structure that :s "
le:;:; pre:eITe :' by linion Cal'b:de , cor. sistent with i:s
stat.elYlent that the Cor.m:ssiDIl need not consider whet.her' the p"())Josed divesU;1re :0 the :\EWCOs " is a
reasonable bus ness decision T: e COlT. mission is ::I- eqllip;Jed ' 0 Cissess tI:e reaso:abieness of ESDIcwnel' shiu versu other possi':Jie owrip strlletul'
s restructuring p:an,
See

frorn the Cor.m:ssion

s u

'"
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respondent made a business judgment to acquire the assets required
by the order to be divested and surely would prefer , in its business

judgment ,

to keep them. But this is not a recognized or acceptable

public interest reason for reopcning and modifying the order.

See

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. Docket C- 2956 , slip op. at 26 (November
appeal filed No. 90- 35733 (9th Cir. Aug. 16 , 1990).
, 1989),
Respondents subject to prior approval provisions no doubt would
prefer to make acquisitions without first obtaining the Commission
approval , but we have consistently declined to substitute their

business judgment for our independent review under the order.
Carried to its logical extreme , the " business judgment" rule would
obviate the need for orders in the first place: a respondent's business
decisions to make certain acquisitions or to disseminate its preferred
advertising or , indeed , to ignore the technical requirements of the

Truth in Lending Act all would carry the day over the Commission
independent review under the law.
Lnion Carbide s arguments for reopening the order all are

restatements of the argument , previously rejected by the Commission
that the one- year limit on supply contracts impedes its ability to

compete. The argument has no greater credibility in the 1990 request
in application to distributors previously owned by Lnion Carbide than
it had in 1988 to distributors that were not previously owned by Union
Carbide. In this request , as in the 1988 petition , Union Carbide fails to
show , indeed , even to assert , that thc limit on supply contracts

impedes its ability to compete in any way that was not foreseeable
when the order was entered.
The majority implicitly concludes that longterm contracts between

L"nion Carbide and the XEWCOs will not bc anticompetitive.

This

conclusion , of course , rcvisits the premises of the order and
correspondingly, revises the remedy according to our latter day
perceptions of what is appropriate. This is precisely the avenue that is

unavailable to us unless the standard for reopening is met. " Because a
final order is prcsumptively valid , the continued need for the remedy

imposed by the order is relevant if a need for modifying the order is
demonstrated in the first instance , but the burden is on the petitioner
to ' show that the. . . restraint (under the ordcr J can no longer be
justified , and that they are suffering injury, without countervailing
advantage to the public interest. Louisiana- Pacific Corp. Docket
2956 (?\ov. 15 , 1989), slip op. at 9 quoting United Stales v. Swift
aff'd per curiam , 367
& Co. 189 F. Supp. 885 , 906 (X. D. Ill. 1960),
S. 909 (1961).
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The gravamen of the argument in Union Carbide s request is that
the order impedes its ability to have multi- year

contracts with
and
Union Carbide would like to deal with some new independent
distributors without that constraint. This is a classic attempt to have
the cake and eat it too. It is not an argument for reopening but rather
a complaint that Union Carbide does not like paragraph LA. of the
independent distributors

that the order does what it does ,

order. Regret over having consented to an order provision is not , nor
a sufficient reason for the Commission to reopen a
proceeding to consider modifying that provision.
should it be ,

IV.

The standards under Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission

Act for reopening an order are stringent , and the petitioner carries a
heavy burden of proof in light of the public interest in repose and the
finality of orders.

States v. Swift

curiam

Co.

See United States v. Swift

Co.

(1932); United States v. Swift

Co.

276 U. S.

286 U. S. 106

311 (1928);

189 F. Supp. 885 (N. D. Ill. 1960),

United
aff'd peT

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. Docket Cappeat filed No. 90- 35733 (Aug. 16 , 1990).
These interests are threatened when the Commission reopens and
367 U. S. 909
2956 (Nov. 15 , 1989),

(1961);

modifies orders absent a satisfactory showing of changed conditions
or public interest considerations that eliminate the need for the order

or make continued application of the order inequitable or harmful to
competition. Insubstantial or frivolous petitions may be encouraged
wasting our resources. Decisions based on inadequate showings may
tend to be arbitrary, resulting in inequitable treatment and lessening
respect for the Commission

s enforcement program. We can avoid

these dangers by adhering to the standards for reopening set forth in
Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Although I believe that this decision is arbitrary and capricious and
would be so viewed by any court , because Union Carbide has achieved
what it sought , the decision wil never be tested. In that respect , this is
an easy throwaway. The implications of the decision , however , betray
the seriousness with which the Commission undertakes to issue orders
in the first place. Both this institution and the public interest deserve
better. I dissent.
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1:- THE MATTER OF

ASICS TIGER CORPORATION
COKSEXT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIQLATIO!\ OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3328. Complaint ,

Apr.

1991- Decision, Apr.

, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , a California manufacturer of
athletic shoes from making performance and injury- reduction claims about its
athletic shoes unless it possesses competent and reliable evidence to substantiate
those claims.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Silbert Washington ,

Janet M. Evans

and

Joel Winston.

George Miron Wyman , Bantzer , Kuchel &
D.

COMPLAIKT

believe that
,
has
violated the
respondent Asics Tiger Corporation , a corporation
provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to
the Commission that a proceeding by it would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges as follows:
The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Asics Tiger Corporation is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of California. Respondent' s office and principal place
of business is located at 10540 Talbert Avenue, Fountain Valley,
California.
PAR.
2. Respondent , at all times mentioned herein , has maintained a
substantial course of business , including the acts and practices

hereinafter set forth , which are in or

affecting commerce , as

Commission Act.
PAR. 3. Respondent advertises , offers for sale , sells and distributes

commerce "

is defined in the Federal Trade

athletic shoes , including Asics Gel shoes.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business , in order to induce
respondent has disseminated or

the sale of Asics Gel athletic shoes ,

caused the dissemination of advertisements and promotional materi-
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also Typical of respondent' s advertisements and promotional materials
shoes , but not necessarily all- inclusive
thereof , are the advertisements attached hereto as Exhibits A- E. The

for its Asics Gel athletic

aforesaid advertisements and promotional materials contain

the

following statements and depictions:
1. A newly- developed

silicone gel is being used to enhance shock absorption in

athletic shoes ... The gel , called Asies ' Gel , was engineered to dispel 28% more impact
than shoes that use air as a shock absorber. That means runners can reduce strike
force

on

the foot by 1.2 milion pounds during the course of one lOK run. (Complaint

Exhibit A).

2. \Velcome to an amazing advancement in high- tech shock absorption for sport
shoes .... Welcome to ASICS' GEL .... Greater shock absorption protects you from
painful shinsplints , stress fractures , knee and hip aches and bone bruises. Studies
using our GT II running shoe prove ASICS' GEL dispels 28% more injury-causing
impact than the leading " air " shoes .... ASICS' GEL significantly reduces painful

injuries caused by inadequate shock absorption. (Comp!aint Exhibit B).

3. Introducing ASICS' GEL. The best shock absorption ever put in a sport shoe ....
ASICS' GEL gives you greater shock absorption and stability than other protectivc
systems , including conventional foams or air cushioning. Studies using our GT II
running shoes indicate ASICS' GEL dispels up to 28% more injury-reducing impact
than the leading " air " shoes. (Complaint Exhibit
C).

4. ASICS' GEL SYSTEM RAKKS #1 IN mOMECHANICAL TESTS. In recent

tests for stability and shock

absorption performed by Dr. Barry Bates of the

s Biomechanics Sports ),edicine Laboratory, ASICS' GEL
cushioning system combined with today s more conventional materials proved to be
the most stable and best shock absorbing system used in
this comparison of athletic
shoes. (Followed by chart comparing ASICS GT II , ASICS Ge!- Lyte , New Ba!ance
995 , Brooks )Jcxus , and Kike Air Max. J (Comp!aint Exhibit D) (Emphasis added).
University of Oregon

5. Shinsplints. Stress fractures. Bone bruises. Knee and hip aches. They're the price

too many women are paying for wearing aerobic shoes that don t absorb all the shock
they shou!d.... Asics Tiger now protects you with ASICS' GEL-a shock absorption
breakthrough that' s more effective than the air or foam cushioning you re wearing
now.... Biochemical tests indicate our Ensemb!e aerobics shoe with ASICS' GEL
absorbs more forefoot impact than shoes many are calling " state of the art" - 15%
more than Reebok Instructor , 17% more than Avia 440 , and 23% more than Nikc Air
Conditioner. (Comp!aint Exhibit E).

PAR. 5. Through the statements referred to in paragraph four , and

others not specifically set forth herein ,

respondent has represented

directly or by implication , that:

1. Asics ' GT Il running shoes absorb 28% more shock than athletic
shoes relying on air as a shock absorber , including the leading " air

shoe.
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2. Asics ' GT II and Gel- Lyte

shoes absorb more shock than New
Brooks Nexus , and Nike Air Max.
3. Asics ' Ensemble aerobic shoes absorb 15% more shock than
Reebok Instructor , 17% more shock than Avia 440 , and 23% more
Balance 995 ,

shock than Kike Air

Conditioner.

4. Persons using Asics '

athletic shoes wil suffer fewer impactrelated injuries than persons using other athletic shoes , including
air "

shoes.

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and

representations

referred to in paragraphs four and five , and others not specifically set
forth herein ,

respondent has represented ,

directly or by implication

that at the time it made said representations ,

and relied upon a reasonable basis ,

reliable evidence ,

respondent possessed

consisting of competent and

for such representations.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , at the time respondent

made said

representations , respondent did not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis , consisting of competent and reliable evidence , for such

representations. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph

six was , and is ,

false and misleading.

PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements referred to in paragraph

four , and others not specifically set forth herein , respondent has
represented directly or by implication , that scientific tests prove the

accuracy of the claims set forth in paragraph five.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , scientific tests do not prove the
accuracy of the claims set forth in paragraph five. Therefore , the
representation set forth in paragraph eight , was , and is , false and

misleading.
PAR. 10. The dissemination by respondent of the aforesaid false and

misleading representations , as herein alleged , constituted , and now
constitutes , unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting
commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Commissioner Starek not participating.
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000016
NEWS FOP. IMMDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT:
Melissa

Field

Public Relations
(714) 547- 760C

NEWLY-DEVELOPED SILICONE GEL DESIGNED TO ENHANCE
SHOCK ABSORPTION IN ATHLETIC SHOES
(SANTA ANA, CA)

April 24, 1986

A newly-

developed silicone gel is being used to enhance shock absorption
in athletic shoes. The gel* is marketed in America exclusive:y
by
Asies
Tiger Corporation in the new GT-II running shoe, and is
scheduled to appear in new models of Tiger fitness, basketball,

tennis and track shoes by late 1986.
For the runner, Tiger s biomechanical tests show
that 25% of injuries stem from insufficient shock absorption.
The gel, called Asies ' Gel, was engineered to dispel 28% more
impact than shoes that use air as a shock absorber. That means

million

runners can reduce strike force on tne foot by
pounds dur ing the course of

one

lOR

run.

Asics ' Gel disperses shock from a vertical to a
horizontal angle. In the new GT-II, Tiger utilizes 3mm of gel
in a pad located at the forefoot reflex point and 5mm of gel in
a pad positioned at the rear foot reflex point. Midsole
deterioration is delayed because the ge: pads rest above the

compression- molded EVA midsole.
more-

..//...."''-- ..,
..,""
-

)\'
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EXHIBIT C

You re serious about fi!nl'5.

so your fl'1 take a pounding. A
pounding thaT can cause painful
injuril"and keep you on

!he

sidelines
0'0

ASICS GEL is changing

shoes indicBte ASICS' GEL dipels

up to 28% mort injury- indul"ng
impact tban the leading " lIir " shoes
what

IIkes ASI(5' Gr. so

superior? Its unique , silicone formula dispers incoming v(Tliclll

GTlI

shock into a horiz.nlal direion.

alltha!.
ASICS' GEL giVI'S YOU greater

shoc", absorption and slauility than

giving unsuf1d prvtt'c1ion
against IheeffeC1sofrlptiI!l'd

othfTproTect;\'p systems, including
conventional fuams or air cushiot'

impaC1 from above or below.
Greater shock absorption prol('cts

ing. Sludil"s using our GTII running

against painful shinsplints , stN'5.
fraclun' , knee and hip Bches and
bone bruises. In addition , you gain
greilll'T slabili!\' that rtrluC' arch
pain , ankle sprains and lenrlinilis

Vf,fJi

fJ)"

ASIl.S GEL L5 s. effective, we v('
ackjed i110 13 fOho!: mock!s for 5.VI'Il

sporls- from ilerobiC" and running,
to ba.,keto,,11 and walking- with
Olhr-IOllowunderdevrlopment

Insisl on Ihesport shol"sthal

dehvt'supt'lor stabi!irv and shock
cMc"p. lg'rd;n "gdo g" ,1 gng'DrnJ..II,
r"u JDO'n"J1"
rrd n"'
.iJ"lfiCD"IIr
b" ;n~ dr'l~"Pr

IDrP'rd"'Jor'Dnd
""I",.
"' , r;n
1 'nj
'ro'

ab:;rptior.. Asi(" Tiger , wilh ASIC;
GEL. The only shock. ..us.rption o!
it,kind availahle iYJ Amenca. Trva
oairuvcallingl-800-47...nOOfo;
'r n"," " A Tr' n..

GoIJOO

IIP

Ln..mbj"-

/lIoJk"r
L".,,.
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EXHIBIT E

ro-P.. EXIT E

Introducing

-d3

ASICS' GEL.

The best shock
absorption ever

put in a women
fitness shoe.
Shinsplints. S!refrat1ures.
Bone brui.es. Knt' and hip IIches.

They re the pril. too many women
are paying (or wearing aerobics
shoes lha! don , absorb all Ihl' shock.
they
hould.
be painfuJ , but it
t have to be. BecauM' AsiC'

The lruln ca

doen

Tiger now pmleC15 you with ASICS'

GELa shock absrption break-

thrugh that s more effective than
Ihe Air or foam cuhioning in 1he
shoe you ' I" wl"aring nC'w

""'U
running shoe,
AblCS' GElis a

. aemi-!1uidsihrnne

z;bst&ncewith aming
liockab50rption

:;r

C D -

. incoming venicaJ

fOl"il1tol hanLntal

. dicton , giving you

' grlllerS1abililyanduobea!-

jl'bll' protecion agarnllhe
u5efec50f

peated !mpac1

UoDi' i.boveor be!ow-

. r?
!': 'f

'BiomC'haca lesl5 indicate
'tDr.xIlmb1e aerobics 5hoe with
. GEL ab!;rb5 more forefoot
pI thao 5h() many are caJlmg

StatMf- lhe-aH 15% mo than
bok Jn5tructor C 17% more Ihan
'Vta 44' and 23% morelhilo Nike
ir Condil1oner.

;'i Thil1k abo

tI

hUlldreds of

p: you take lfJust one aerobJC'

' cla. Then try the woe Iha11akes

steps to put 5Ome1hing beller

beeen you and impac1-rela!ed
iijurie5. Enmble with ASiCS'
GEL. Call1-M4-7-4700 fOf
the A5ics Tiger Dealer
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration

and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the

Commission

having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute

an admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34

of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the

following jurisdictional

findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Asics Tiger Corporation is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California , with its office and principal place of business

located at 10540 Talbert Avenue ,

Fountain Valley, California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER

PART I
It
is
ordered That respondent Asics Tiger Corporation , a corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , agents , representa-
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tives , and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,
division or other device , in connection with the advertising, labelling,
packaging, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any athletic shoes
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication

, if contrary to fact ,

that tests prove:

A. That Asics '

GT II running shoes absorb 28% more impact than
athletic shoes relying on air as a shock absorber , including the leading
air "

shoe.

B. That Asics ' GT II and Gel- Lyte

New Balance 995 , Brooks Nexus ,

shoes absorb more shock than

and Nike Air Max.

C. That Asics ' Ensemble aerobic shoes absorb 15% more shock than
Reebok Instructor , 17% more shock than Avia 440 , and 23% more
shock than :-ike Air Conditioner including " air " shoes.
D. That persons using Asics ' athletic shoes will suffer fewer impactrelated injuries than persons using other athletic shoes including " air

shoes.
PART II
It

is

further ordered That respondent ,

its successors and assigns

and its officers , agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary or division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of any athletic shoes , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from misrepresenting, in any manner , directly or by implication
the contents ,

validity, results ,

conclusions , or interpretations of any

test or study.

PART II
It is further orde,-

That respondent ,

officers , agents ,

its successors and assigns

representatives and employees ,

directly or
and its
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of any athletic shoes in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from representing, directly or by implication , any performance

characteristic(s) of any such product unless at the time of making
such representation respondent possesses and relies upon a reasonable
basis consisting of competent and reliable evidence which substanti-
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ates the representation. To the extent such evidence consists of tests
experiments , analysis , research , studies or other evidence based on the
expertise of professionals in the relevant area , such evidence shall be
competent and reliable " only if those tests , experiments , analyses
research , studies or other evidence are conducted and evaluated in an
objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using proce dures
generally accepted in the profession or science to yield accurate and
reliable results.
PART IV
It
is
further ordered That for three (3) years after the date of the
last dissemination of the representation to which they pertain

respondent shall maintain and upon request make available to the
Federal Trade Commission or its staff for inspection and copying:
A. All materials relied upon to substantiate any claim or representation covered by this order; and

B. All test reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations or other
materials in its possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call

into question the representation or the basis upon which respondent
relied for such representation , including complaints from consumers.
PART V
It

is

That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
subsidiaries, franchisees
employees , and all of its employees or agents

further ordered

copy of this order to all operating divisions ,

offcers ,

managerial

engaged in the

preparation and placement of advertisements or

promotional materials covered by this order and shall obtain from each
such employee a signed statement acknowledging receipt of the order.
PART VI
It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporation such as a dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations under this order.
PART VII
It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days

after service upon it of this order and at such other times as the
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Commission may require , file with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
Commissioner Starek not participating.
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Interlocutory Order
IN THE MATTER OF

R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS CO. , ET AL.
Docket

9248.

Interlocutory O,.der .

April

, 1991

ORDER

Based upon the Motion to Dismiss Meredith Corporation as a
Respondent and Stipulation of All Parties With Respect Thereto
Stipulation ), filed by counsel on April 19 , 1991
It

is

ordered

That Meredith Corporation be , and it hereby is

dismissed as a respondent in this proceeding.
It

is

further ordered

That the Stipulation is accepted , and it shall

be binding upon the parties thereto.

, "'.
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IN THE MATTER OF

NOBODY BEATS THE WIZ ,

INC.

COKSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
MAGKCSON- :.OSS WARRANTY ACT AND THE
FED/mAL TRADE COMMISSIO:- ACT
Docket

3329.

Complaint ,

IfJ91- Decision , May

May

, 1991

ew Jersey retailer of consumer
a
electronic goods from violating the Pre- Sale Availability Rule , promulgated under
the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act , requiring warranty disclosures. Respondent
also is required to instruct all current and future Wiz retail- store managers
engaged in the sale of consumer products as to their ob!igations and duties under

This consent order prohibits , among other things ,

the Act.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Alice Au

Michael J. Bloom.

and

Robin J. Cass ,

Schekter , Rishty

Goldste'in

New York
COMPLAIKT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act and
Rule 702 , 16 CFR 702 ,

promulgated thereunder ,

and the Federal

Trade Commission Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe
that Nobody Beats the Wiz , Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter sometimes

referred to as respondent , has violated the provisions of said Acts and
Rule 702 promulgated under the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act , and

it appearing to the Commission

that a proceeding by it in respect

thereof would be in the public interest ,

stating its charge in that respect as
PARAGRAPH 1. The definitions

hereby issues its complaint

follows:

of terms contained in Section 101 of

the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act Pub. Law ;\0. 93- 637 , 15 U.
2301 (Supp. 1975) and in Rule 702 , 16 CFR 702. 1 promulgated

thereunder , shall apply to the terms used in this complaint.
PAIL 2. Respondent Nobody Beats the Wiz , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
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of the State of New York ,

with its principal office and place of

business located at 1300 Federal Boulevard ,

Carteret

New

Jersey.

PAR. 3. Respondent is now and has been engaged in the operation of

a chain of consumer electronic retail stores in the metropolitan New

York City area , including the five boroughs of New York City, Long
Island , Westchester County and New Jersey. In the operation of its
retail stores , respondent is now and has been distributing, advertising,
offering for sale and selling, among other items , electronic appliances
including but not limited to televisions , video cassette recorders , stereo
equipment , video cameras and microwave ovens which are consumer
products. Therefore , respondent is both a supplier and seller of
consumer products.
PAR. 4. The acts and

practices of respondent alleged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. In the ordinary course and conduct of its aforesaid business

respondent regularly sells or offers for sale consumer products for
purposes other than resale or use in the ordinary course of the buyer
business. Therefore ,

respondent is a seller of consumer products.

PAR. 6. On or after March 12 ,

1987 ,

respondent , in the ordinary
seller of consumer products
actually costing more than $15. 00 and manufactured on or after
January 1 , 1977 , has failed to make the texts of written warranties
readily available for examination by prospective buyers prior to sale
course of its aforesaid business as a

through utilization of one or both of the following methods required by

16 CFR 702. 3(a),

as amended:

1. Displaying the text of the warranty in

close proximity to the

warranted product;

2. Furnishing the text of the warranty upon request prior to sale
and placing signs reasonably calculated to elicit the prospective
buyer s attention in prominent locations in the store or department
advising such prospective buyers of the availability of warranties upon
request.
PAR. 7. Respondent' s failure to comply with the provisions of 16
CFR 702 , as amended , constituted and now constitutes a violation of
the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act and , pursuant to a Section 1l0(b)
thereof , an unfair or deceptive practice under Section 5(a)(I) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. C. 45(a)(I).
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DECISJO:- AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Kew York Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which ,

if issued by the Commission would charge respondent with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
Thc respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereaftcr executed an agrcement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondcnt of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statcment that the signing of
said agreement is for settement purposes only and docs not constitute

an admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it has reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Scction 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , making the following jurisdictional
findings , and cnters the following order:
(1) Respondent

Nobody

Beats the Wiz ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of

New

York , with its office and principal place of

New
Jerscy.
(2) The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and the respondent , and the proceeding is in
the public interest.

business at 1300 Federal Boulevard , Carteret

ORDER

The definitions of terms contained in Section 101 of the Magnuson:\oss Warranty Act , Pub. Law 93- 637 , 15 U. C. 2301 , and in Rulc
702 16 CFR 702. , promulgated thereunder , shall apply to the terms
of this order.

NOBODY BEATS THE WIZ ,

I:-C.
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ordered That respondent Nobody Beats the Wiz , Inc" a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device in connection with the sale or
offering for sale of any consumer product in or affecting commerce
It

is

do forthwith cease and desist from failing to make a text of any

written warranty on a consumer product actually costing more than
$15, 00 readily available for examination by prospective buyers prior
to sale through utilization of one or more means specified in 16 CFR
702. 3(a),

as amended.
11.

It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall , within thirty (30) days

of the date of service of this order , deliver to each current retail store
manager and assistant manager engaged in the sale of consumer
products on behalf of respondent , a copy of this order to cease and

desist.

It

is

further ordeTed

That respondent shall , within thirty (30) days

of the date of service of this order , instruct all current retail store

managers and assistant managers engaged in the sale of consumer
products on behalf of respondent as to their specific obligations and
duties under the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act (15 V. C. 2301) and
this order.

IV.

It is fUTther ordered That respondent shall instruct all future retail

store managers and assistant managers who wil be engaged in the
sale of consumer products on behalf of respondent , before they

assume said responsibilities for respondent ,

as to their specific

obligations and duties under the Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act (15

C. 2301) and this order.
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It is further ordered That respondent shall , within thirty (30) days
of the date of service of this order , develop and implement a program

to instruct its sales personnel about the availability and location of
warranty information.
VI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , for a period of not less
than two (2) years from the date of service of the order , maintain and
upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying (i) copies of all written instructions provided by

respondent to its retail store managers and assistant managers and
obligations and duties under the
Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act (15 U. C. 2301) and this order; (ii)
copies of signs posted by respondent in its retail store outlets designed
to elicit prospective buyers ' attention to the availability of the text of
written warranties for review upon request; and (iii) copies of the text
of written warranties made readily available by respondent' s retail
store outlets for examination by prospective buyers on request.
sales personnel regarding their

VII.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any dissolution , assignment , or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation that

may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.

VII
It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order on it , file with t e Commission a report in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.

, "'.
),
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IK THE MATTER OF

THE TORRINGTON COMPANY , ET AL.
CO:\SENT ORDEH , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO:- OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDEHAL THADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3330. Complaint ,

May 10 ,

1991

Decis1:on ,

May 10 ,

1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , two producers of needle rollers , The

Torrington Company, of Connecticut , and Universal Bearings , Inc. , of Indiana
from implementing or otherwise providing for any consolidation of the business or
assets of the entity to be acquired and the acquiring entity prior to the

consummation of any proposed acquisition.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Ste' uen A. Newborn.

Joseph F. Tringali , Simpson,

For the respondents:

Bartlett New York

and

Casey R. Triggs

Y.

James H. Neu , KizeT

Ne'U

Thatcher &

Plymouth , IN.

COMPLAII'T

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
(15 U. C. 41
et seq.
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Act , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
The Torrington Company (" Torrington ), a corporation , and Universal Bearings , Inc. (" Universal" ), a corporation , hereinafter sometimes
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public

interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:
RESPO ;DE

.,S

P AHAGRAPJI 1. Respondent Torrington is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its office and principal place of business
located at 59 Field Street , Torrington , Connecticut.

PAR. 2. Respondent L"niversal is a corporation organized , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
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Indiana , with its office and principal place of business located at 431
N. Birkey Drive ,

Bremen ,

Indiana.

PAR. 3. Respondents each manufacture and sell cylindrically shaped

component parts of anti- friction devices , including rollers ,
axle shafts , throughout the United States.

pins

, and

JURISDICTION

PAR. 4. Respondents each maintain , and have
substantial course of business and engage in acts

maintained a
or practices

including the acts or practices as hereinafter set forth , which are in or
affect commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
AXTICOMPETITIVE ACTS OR PRACTICES
PAR. 5. On April 11 ,

1990 , Torrington s parent and Universal filed

premerger notification with the Federal Trade Commission pursuant
), 18
to the Hart- Scott- Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act ("
C. 18(a), in connection with the proposed acquisition of Universal
by Torrington s parent. On May 11 , 1990 , the Commission issued
Requests for Additional Information and Documentary Materials to
each filing party.
PAIL 6. During May, 1990 , (during the Hproposed acquisition of

Torrington discussed a particular customer

shafts

R waiting period for the

Universal), officials from Universal

and

s business and whether
meet the

Torrington could supply axle shafts to that customer to

customer s immediate production schedules.
PAR. 7. Universal decided in May, 1990 that it would exit the

manufacture of axle

as soon as possible and so advised its

customer. Universal advised Torrington of its plans and suggested to
the customer that it purchase the product from Torrington. Lniver-

sal's president knew from information acquired from Torrington
officials that Torrington planned to consolidate Universal' s production
of the axle shafts in a Torrington plant aft"r the consummation of the
merger , and he believed that if this axle shaft customer acquired axle
shafts from Torrington , it would " speed up " the consolidation of the
two companies ' axle shaft business and " keep the business in the
family. " The customer , however , requested that Universal continue to
supply it with this particular axle shaft , and Universal agreed to do so.
PAR. 8. On or before May 11 , 1990 , the customer asked Universal
for a quotation for the sale of different axle shafts. On May 11 , 1990
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Universal returned the customer

Quote
pursuant to its May, 1990 plan " to get out of the axle business as soon
s request with a

No

as it is possible.

ANTI COMPETITVE EFFECTS

PAR 9. By engaging in the acts or practices

described above

respondents may have unreasonably restrained competition among
suppliers of rollcrs , pins , and axle shafts and may have injured
consumers in the following ways ,

among others:

(a) The prices of rollers , pins , and axle shafts may have been
stabilized , fixed , or otherwise interfered with; and

(b) Competition between Torrington and Universal may have been
restrained , foreclosed and frustrated.
PAR. 10. The acts or practices of the respondents described above
constitute unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. These
hindered ,

acts or practices are continuing and will continue or recur in the

absence of the relief requested.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
ccrtain acts and practices of The Torrington Company (" Torrington
a corporation , and Univcrsal Bearings , Inc. (" Universal" ), a corporation , hereinafter collectively referred to as " respondents , and the
respondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of
complaint which the Bureau of Competition proposed to present to the
Commission for its consideration and which , if issued by the
Commission , would charge respondents with a violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for thc Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by respondents of all jurIsdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said

agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violatcd as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered thc matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
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have violated the said act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34

of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the

following jurisdictiomil

findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Torrington is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of

Delaware , with its office and principal place of business located at 59
Field Street , Torrington , Connecticut.

2. Respondent Universal is a corporation organized ,

existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana
with its offce and principal place of business located at 431 N. Birkey
Drive , Bremen ,

Indiana.

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

For purposes of this order ,

the following definitions shall apply:

Torrngton means The Torrington Company and its succesas well as its offcers , employees , agents , divisions

A.

sors and assigns ,

subsidiaries ,
B.

Universal"

and assigns ,
subsidiaries ,
C.

including their successors and assigns.

means Universal Bearings ,

Inc. and its successors

as well as its officers , employees , agents , divisions

and their successors and assigns.

The relevant product"

means rollers , pins , and axle shafts , each

an assembly or component part of an assembly used to reduce the
resistance to relative motion between two objects in contact.

ordered That respondents Torrington and Universal , in
connection with any proposed acquisition of stock , share of capital , or
production assets of any person manufacturing or selling the relevant
product , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
It

is

Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , shall each cease and

desist from directing, implementing or otherwise providing for any

TORRINGTON COMPANY , ET AL.
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consolidation ofthe business or assets of the person to be acquired and
the acquiring person prior to the consummation of the proposed
acquisition.
II.

It is further ordered That respondents Torrington and Universal
shall each;

A. Within thirty (30) days following the date this order

becomes

final , provide a copy of this order to each officer of the respondent

each director of the respondent , and cach relevant product salesman
of the respondent;

B. File a verified written report with the Federal Trade Commission

within sixty (60) days following the date this order becomes final and
at such other timcs as the Federal Trade Commission or its staff may,

by written notice to the respondent , require , setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which it has complied and is complying with this
order; and

C. Xotify the Federal Trade Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed change in the respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in thc emergence of a successor , the
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the

respondent which may affect compliancc obligations arising out of this
order.

It

is

That for the purposes of determining or
with this order , and subject to any legally

further ordered

securing compliance

recognized privilege , upon written request by the Commission or its
staff and on rcasonable notice to any respondent made to its principaJ
office , such respondent shall permit duly authorized representatives of
the Commission;

A. Reasonable access during respondent' s offce hours , in the
presence of counsel , to all books , ledgers , accounts , correspondence,
memoranda , and other records and documcnts in the possession or
under the control of respondent relating to any matters contained in
this order ,

for inspection and copying; and
B. An opportunity, subject to respondent s reasonable convenience
to interview , in the presence of counsel , officers or employees of
respondent rcgarding such matters.
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1:- THE MATTER OF

AMERICAN STAIR- GLIDE CORPORATION , ET AL.
SE?\T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO
Docket C- 33S1. Complaint ,

May

ACT

1.9.91- Decision ,

May

, 1991

This consent order requires , among other things , American Stair- Glide to grant a nonexclusive perpetual license to Cheney s technology involved in the production of
curved stairway lifts , straight stairway lifts , and vertical wheelchair lifts , and a
perpetual exclusive license to sell such products under the Cheney name and
certain trade names , to a Commission-approved licensee , pursuant to a

Commission-approved licensing agreement.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondents:

and

M. Howard Morse

Michael Cooper ,

McRoberts Washington ,

Steven A. Newborn.

Bryan Cave , McPheeters &

D.

COMPLAIKT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

respondents American Stair- Glide Corporation and Access Industries
Inc. , both subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission
have acquired respondent The Cheney Company, Inc. , also subject to

the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission , in violation of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 V. C. 18 , and Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act (" FTC Act" ), as amended , 15
C. 45: and it appearing that a proceeding in respect thereof would
the Commission -hereby issues its complaint
pursuant to Section 11 of the Clayton Act , 15 C. C. 21 , and Section
5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 U. C. 45(b), stating its
charges as follows:
be in the public interest ,

1. RESPONDENTS

1. Respondent Amcrican Stair- Glide

Corporation is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

!ERICAN STAIR- GLIDE CORPORATION . ET AL.
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of the State of Missouri with its principal executive offces located at
4001 East 138th Street , Grandview issouri.
2. Respondent Access Industries , Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Missouri with its principal executive offices located at .4650
College Boulevard , Suite 300 , P. O. Box 7933 , Overland Park , Kansas.

3. Respondent The Cheney Company, Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Wisconsin with its principal executive offices located at
2445 S. Calhoun Road ,

New Berlin ,

Wisconsin.

II. JURISDICTION

5. Respondents at all times herein have been and now are engaged
in commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton
Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 12 , and are corporations whose business
or practices are in or affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in
section 4 of the FTC Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 44.
III. THE ACQUISITOK
6. On or about November 21 , 1990 ,

American Stair- Glide , acting
through Access Industries , acquired all of Cheney s outstanding stock.
IV. THE RELEVAXT MARKETS

7. The relevant product markets in which to analyze the acquisition

of Cheney are the manufacture and sale of: (1) curved stairway lifts
(2) straight stairway lifts , and (3) vertical wheelchair lifts.

8. The relevant geographic market is the United States for all
products.
V. THE MARKET STRUCTURE

9. The United States market for curved stairway lifts is marked by
extremely high concentration as measured by the Herfindahl- Hirschmann Index (" HHI" ) or by the four- firm and eight- firm concentration
ratios. American Stair- Glide and Cheney are the only competitors in
this market.

10. The United States markets for straight stairway lifts and
vertical wheelchair lifts are highly concentrated as measured by the
Herfindahl- Hirschmann Index (" HHl" ) or by the four- firm and eightfirm concentration ratios. American Stair- Glide and Cheney are the
market leaders with dominant shares of these markets.
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11. In all three relevant markets , American Stair- Glide and Cheney
are the two largest competitors and compete substantially and directly
on price ,

service and product innovation.

VI. BARRIERS TO E:-TRY

12. Entry into each of the relevant markets is difficult and tim
consuming because of the need to design and develop products

develop distribution ,

and build a reputation.
VII. EFFECTS

13. The effect of the acquisition may be to substantially lessen
competition in the relevant markets described above in violation of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , 15 L. C. 18 , and Section 5 of the FTC
Act , 15 L. C. 45 , by, among other things:
a. Eliminating actual competition in the relevant markets;

b. Establishing a dominant firm in the relevant markets;
c. Diminishing future product

innovation;

d. Increasing barriers to new entry; and
e. Enhancing the likelihood of collusion or interdependent coordina-

tion between or among the firms in the relevant

markets.

VIII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

14. The acquisition as set forth in paragraph 6 herein violates
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 18 and Section 5
of the FTC Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 45.
Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which Hie Bureau of Competition
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with
violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth

AMERICA" STAIR- GLIDE CORPORATION , ET AL.
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in the aforesaid draft of a complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute

an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the

comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules , now in further conformity with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:

1. Respondent American Stair- Glide Corporation is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business undcr and by virtue of the laws
of the state of Missouri , with its principal executive offices located at
4001 East 138th Street , Grandview , Missouri.
2. Respondent Access Industries , Inc. , is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
state of Missouri with its principal executive offices located at 4650
College Boulevard , Suite 300 , P. O. Box 7933 , Overland Park , Kansas.
3. Respondent The Cheney Company, Inc.
corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the law
of the state of Wisconsin with its principal executive offices located at

, is a

2445 S. Calhoun Road , :\ew Berlin , Wisconsin.

4. The Federal Tradc Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

As used in this order ,
A.

Stair- Gl'ide

the following definitions shall apply:

means American Stair- Glide

Corporation , a

Missouri corporation , and its directors , officers , employees , agents and
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representatives , its predecessors , successors , subsidiaries , divisions
groups , and any other corporations , partnerships , joint ventures
companies and affiliates that Stair- Glide controls , directly or indirectly, and their respective directors , officers , employees , agents and

representatives , and their respective successors and assigns.
B.
Access means Access Industries , Inc. , a Missouri corporation
and its directors , officers , employees , agents and representatives , its
predecessors , successors , subsidiaries , divisions , groups , and any other
corporations , partnerships , joint ventures , companies and affiliates
that Access controls , directly or indirectly, and their respective
directors , officers , employees , agents and representatives , and their
respective successors and assigns.
C.
Cheney means the Cheney Company, Inc. , a Wisconsin
corporation , and its directors , officers , employees , agents and representatives , its predecessors , successors , subsidiaries , divisions , groups
and any other corporations , partnerships , joint ventures , companies
and affiliates that Cheney controls ,

directly or indirectly, and their

respective directors , officers , employees ,

agents and representatives

and their respective successors and assigns.
Respondents means Stair- Glide , Access , and Cheney.
E.
Cheney Name shall mean the use of the name " Cheney " in
conjunction with the Trade!\ ames , as defined herein , and does not
D.

include use of the corporate name.
F.
G.

Commission
Stairway lift"

means the Federa1 Trade Commission;

means any device that carries a person seated on

a chair from one level to another on an incline up or down a stairway,
and includes devices meeting Section 2002 of the ASME/ ANSI
(American Society of Mechanical Engineers/American National Stan-

dards Institute) A17. 1
H.

Straight stairway lift"

Code.

means any stairway lift designed for

straight stairways.
I.

Curved stairway lift"

means any stairway lift designed for

stairways with landings , bends , or curv

, and spiral stairways.

means any device that carries a person
J.
in a wheelchair or standing, on a platform , vertically from one level to
another , and includes devices meeting Section 2000 of the
ASME/ ANSI (American Society of Mechanical Engineers/American
National Standards Institute) A17. 1 Code.
Vertical wheelchair lift"

K.
Stairway Lift Technology and Know- how means all of
Cheney s drawings , blueprints , patents , specifications , tests and other
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documentation , and all information contained therein or available to
Cheney personnel relating to the design , and the production methods
processes and systems used by Cheney in the production ,

of curved

stairway lifts and straight stairway lifts.
L.
Stairway Lift Trade Names means all trademarks , registered
names and trade names used by Cheney in the sale of curved stairway
lifts and straight stairway lifts , including Liberty LX , Liberty LT
Liberty II , Liberty I , and Liberty Special.
M.
Vertical Wheelchair Lift Technology and Know- how means
all of Cheney s drawings , blueprints , patents , specifications , tests and
other documentation , and all information contained therein or
available to Cheney personnel relating to the design , and the

production methods , processes and systems used by Cheney in the
production , of vertical wheelchair lifts.
N.
Vertical Wheelchair Lift Trade Names means all trademarks

registered names and trade names used by Cheney in the sale of
vertical wheelchair lifts , including Handi- Lift , Handi Home Lift and
Handi- enclosure.
Technology and Know- how means Stairway Lift Technology
O.
and Know- how and Vertical Wheelchair Lift Technology and Knowhow.

Trade Names means Stairway Lift Trade Names and Vertical
Wheelchair Lift Trade Names.
P.

II.
It

is

ordered:

A. Within twelve (12) months after the date this order becomes
final , respondents shall grant to a licensee a perpetual non-exclusive
license of the Technology and Know- how , and a perpetual exclusive
license to sell curved stairway lifts , straight stairway lifts , and vertical
wheelchair lifts in the United States under the Trade Names and
under the Cheney Name , for a fixed sum without a royalty based on

future sales. Respondents shall grant the license

only to a licensee

that receives the prior approval of the Commission and only pursuant
to a licensing agreement that receives the prior approval of the

Commission. The purpose of the licensing shall be to
lessening of competition alleged in the Commission

remedy the

s complaint.

B. Respondents shall make available to the licensee such Cheney
assistance and training at its facility in Kew Berlin

personnel ,
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Wisconsin as the

licensee might reasonably need to transfer the

Technology and Know- how and shall continue providing such personnel , assistance and training at no additional cost for a period of time
sufficient to satisfy the licensee

appropriately trained in the

s managcment that its personnel are

Technology and Know- how. However

Cheney shall not be required to continue providing such personnel

assistance and training for more than six (6) months after the
execution of the license agreement.

C. Respondents shall provide the licensee with lists of Cheney
supplicrs of components and of its distributors of curved stairway lifts
straight stairway lifts , and vertical wheelchair lifts.

D. For a period of five (5) years , respondents shall not enter into
any sales or distribution agreement with any distributor cxceeding
one (1) year in duration for the sale of curvcd stairway lifts , straight
stairway lifts , or vertical wheelchair lifts; shall not enter any exclusive

agreement with any distributor limiting directly

or indirectly the

distributor s ability to sell curved stairway lifts , straight stairway lifts
or vertical wheclchair lifts of any other manufacturer; and shall not
seek to prevent any distributor from selling curved stairway lifts
straight stairway lifts , or vertical wheelchair lifts of any other
manufacturer by conditioning the sale of respondents ' products or the
provision of any services on any distributor not selling curved stairway
lifts , straight stairway lifts , or vertical wheelchair lifts of any other
manufacturer.
E. Notwithstanding the

foregoing, respondents may submit for

approval , and the Commission may in its sole

discretion approve

separate licensces and licensing agreements (1) for thc Stairway Lift
Technology and Know- how and the Stairway Lift Trade Names , and
(2) for the Vertical Wheelchair Lift Technology and Know- how and
Vertical Wheelchair Lift trade names. In the event the respondents

submit for approval separate licensees and licensing agreements , the
Commission may in its sole discretion approve one licensing agreement which does not includc the right to sell under the Cheney Name.
F. Except as provided in paragraph

and except during any

transition period under a license agreemcnt approved by the Commission , respondents shall not use the Cheney Name in connection with

any product sold in the Lnited States.
Provided however that
respondents shall not be required to change the corporate name of
Cheney or to authorize the use of the Cheney Name for any purpose
other than in connection with the sale of curved stairway lifts , straight
stairway lifts ,

and vertical wheelchair lifts in the United States.
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III.
It is further ordered

That:

A. If respondents have not licensed the Technology and Know- how
the Trade Names , and the Cheney Name , absolutely and in good. faith
and with the Commission s approval , as provided in paragraph II
within twelve (12) months of the date this order becomes final

respondents shall consent to the appointment by the Commission of a
trustee to license the Technology and Know- how , the Trade Names
and the Cheney Name , and to provide to the licensee lists of Cheney

suppliers of components and of Cheney s

distributors of curved

stairway lifts , straight stairway lifts and vertical whee1chair lifts.
Provided , however if the Commission has not approved or disapproved a proposed license agreement within 120 days of the date the
application for approval of such license agreement has been put on the
public record , the running of the twelve (12) month period shall be

tolled until the Commission

approves or disapproves the license

agreement. In the event the Commission or the Attorney General
brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , 15 D. C. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by the
Commission , respondents shall consent to the appointment of a
trustee in such action. Neither the appointment of a trustee nor a
decision not to appoint a trustee under this paragraph shall preclude

the Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties
or any other relief available to it , including a court-appointed trustee
pursuant to Section 5(1), of the Federal Trade Commission Act , or any
other statute enforced by the Commission , for any failure by

respondents to comply with this order.
B. If a trustee is appointed by the Commission or a court pursuant
to paragraph III.A of this order , respondents shall consent to the
following terms and conditions regarding the trustee s powers
authorities , duties and responsibilities:
1. The Commission shall select the trustee , subject to the consent of

respondents , which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
2. The trustee shall , subject to the prior approval of the Commission , have the exclusive power and authority to license the Technology
and Know- how , the Trade Names , and the Cheney Name , and to

provide to such licensee lists of Cheney s suppliers of components and
of Cheney s distributors of curved stairway lifts , straight stairway
lifts and vertical wheelchair lifts , as provided in paragraph II.
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3. The trustee shall have eighteen (18) months from the date of
appointment to license the Technology and Know- how , the Trade
Names , and the Cheney Name. If , however , at the end of the
eighteen- month period the trustee has submitted a plan of licensing or
believes that licensing can be accomplished within a reasonable time

the period within which the trustee may license the Technology mid
Know- how , the Trade Xames , and the Cheney Name may be extended
by the Commission.
Provided , however the Commission may only
extend this period two (2) times.
4. The trustee shall have full and complete access to the personnel
books , records and facilities of Cheney related to the Technology and
Know- how , the Trade Names , and the Cheney Name , as the trustee

may reasonably request. Respondents shall develop such financial or
other information as such trustee may reasonably request and shall
cooperate with any reasonable request of the trustee. Respondents

shall take no action to interfere with or impede the trustee s efforts to
license. Any delays in licensing caused by respondents shall extend the

time for executing a license agreement under this paragraph in an
amount equal to the delay, as determined by the Commission or the
court for a court-appointed trustee.
5. Subject to the respondents ' absolute and unconditional obligation
to license at no minimum price and the purpose of licensing as stated
in paragraph II.A. of this order , the trustee shall use his or her best
efforts to negotiate the most favorable price and terms available for
the Technology and Know- how , the Trade Names , and the Cheney

Name. The license shall be made in the manner set out in paragraph
, provided , however if the trustee receives bona fide offers from
more than one prospective licensee , and if the Commission determines

to approve more than one such licensee , the trustee shall grant a
license to the licensee or

licensees selected by respondents from

among those approved by the Commission.
6. The trustee shall serve, without bond or other security, at the cost
and expense of respondents , on such reasonable and customary terms
and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The trustee shall
have authority to employ, at the cost and expense of respondents
accountants , attorneys , investment bankers , busiappraisers , and other representatives and assistants as

such consultants ,
ness brokers ,

are reasonably necessary to carry out the trustee

s duties and

responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all monies derived from
the license and all expenses incurred. After approval by the Commis-
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sion and , in the case of a court- appointed trustee , by the court , of the

account of the trustee ,

including fees for his or her services ,

all

remaining monies shall be paid at the direction of respondents and the
trustee s power shall be terminated. The trustee s compensation shall

be based at least in significant part on a commission

arrangement

contingent on the trustee s licensing the Technology and Know- how
the Trade Names , and the Cheney Name.

7. Respondents shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee

harmless against any losses , claims , damages , or liabilities arising in
any manner out of , or in connection with , the trustee s duties under
this order.

8. Within sixty (60) days after appointment of the trustee ,

and

subject to the prior approval of the Commission and , in the case of a
court- appointed trustee , of the court , respondents shall execute a trust
agreement that transfers to the trustee all rights and powers
necessary to permit the trustee to effect the license required by this
order.
9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act dilgently, a substitute
trustee shall be appointed in the same manner as provided in

paragraph III.A of this order.
10. The Commission and , in the case of a court-appointed trustee

the court may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee
issue such additional orders or directions as may be necessary or
appropriate to accomplish the license required by this order.

11. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or
maintain the Technology and Know- how , the Trade Names , and the
Cheney Name.

12. The trustee shall report in writing to respondents and to the
Commission every sixty (60) days concerning the trustee
license.

s efforts to

IV.
It

is

further ordered

That pending the license agreement for the

Technology and Know- how , Trade Names , and the Cheney Name:

A. Respondents shall maintain , preserve and promote all of the
Technology and Know- how , Trade Xames , and the Cheney Xame so
that such Technology and Know- how , Trade Names , and the Cheney
1" ame can be licensed effectively and viably in accordance with the

requirements of this order. Respondents shall take such action as is
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necessary to maintain the viability, competitiveness , and marketability
of the Technology and Know- how , Trade Names and the Cheney

amc.

B. Respondents shall refrain from taking any actions that may
cause any material adverse change in the Technology and Know- how
Trade Names

It

is

, and the Cheney Name.

further ordered That respondents shall remain in compliance

with the license agreement entered pursuant to paragraph II of this
order until the date at which all of the obligations under the license
cease , and shall not , without the prior approval of the Commission
make or agree to any modifications , directly or indirectly, of any of the
terms of such license agreement approved by the Commission , or

make or agree to any other agreements with the licensee

relating to

curved stairway lifts , straight stairway lifts or vertical wheelchair
lifts.
VI.

It is further ordered That , for a period commencing on the date
this order becomes final and continuing for ten (10) years , respondents shall cease and desist from acquiring, without the prior approval
of the Commission ,

directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries or
otherwise any assets , any interest in , or the stock or share capital of
any entity that owns or operates assets , engaged in the production
distribution or sale in or to the United States of any curved stairway
lift , straight stairway lift , or vertical wheelchair lift.
VII.
It is further ordered

That:

A. Within sixty (60) days after the date this order becomes final and

every sixty (60) days thereafter until the respondents have fully
complied with the provisions of paragraph 11 and II of this order

respondents shall submit to the Commission a verified written report
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which respondents
intend to comply, are complying, or have complied with those
provisions. Respondents shall include in their compliance reports
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among other things reasonably required

from time to time , a full
description of substantive contacts or negotiations for the license

specified in paragraph II of this order , including the identity of all
parties contacted. Respondents also shall include in their compliance

reports copies of all written communications to and from such parties
all internal memoranda , and reports and recommendations concerning
the licensing.

B. One year from the date this order becomes final and annually for
nine years thereafter , respondents shall file with the Commission a
verified written report of their compliance with this order.

VII
It

is

further ordered

That ,

for the purpose of determining or

securing compliance with this order ,

and subject to any

legally

recognized privilege , upon written request and on reasonable notice to
respondents made to Stair- Glide s principal office , respondents shall
permit duly authorized representatives of the Commission,

A. Access , during office hours and in the presence of counsel ,

to

inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts , correspondence
memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or
under the control of respondents relating to any matter contained in

this order, and

B. Upon five days notice to respondents and without restraint or
interference from respondents , to interview officers or employees of
respondents , who may have counsel present , regarding such matters.
IX.
It

is

further or'dered

That , for a period of ten (10) years from the

date this order becomes final , respondents shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in any
such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the

respondent ,

emergence of a successor corporation , the creation , dissolution or sale

of subsidiaries or any other change that may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.

Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
DISSE:-TIKG STATEMEKT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUEKAGA
I disagree with the majority of the

Commission that a remedy is
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warranted in this case. I see no basis for finding reason to believe that
the acquisition is unlawful , unless we rely solely on market share and
concentration data in the alleged product markets. The likelihood of

anti competitive effect is doubtful because

of the absence of any

barriers or impediments to entry. Even assuming the likelihood of
anti competitive effect , the licensing required by the order provides an
inadequate remedy.

The products can be designed and assembled well within the twoyear benchmark against which we usually assess entry conditions. The
additional alleged impediments to entry, the need to develop distribuare nothing more than inertia. Consum-

tion and build a reputation ,

ers- here , the distributors that resell and install the products- will
continue to deal with a supplier that has an established record for
quality and service ,

unless someone offers them a better deal. Nothing

prevents an aspirant from offering a quality product at a competitive
price , either through existing distributors or through , for example

durable medical equipment dealers.
Even if we assumed that the need to build a reputation for quality
and service is sufficient to delay entry for more than two years , the
consent order offers litte prospect for relief. The industry members
that commented on the proposed order agree that the required

licensing is not adequate to remedy the alleged harm , because a firm

without such a reputation cannot acquire it simply by using the name
Cheney. " Instead , any liccnsee under the consent order wil have to
develop its own reputation for quality and reliability.
The order is unlikely to provide relief from any potential anticompetitive effects stcmming from the impediments to entry alleged in the
complaint. At the same time , the order imposes substantial compliance
costs on the respondents , the Commission and , ultimately, the public. I

dissent.
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IN THE MATTER OF

TK- 7 CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSEKT ORDER , ETC. , IK HEGAHD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOX ACT
Docket

9224.

Complaint ,

1989- Decision, May

Feb.

, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , a corporation , that manufactures
and distributes fuel additive products , and its officer , Moshe
Tal from making
any representations concerning the efficacy of any fuel or engine additives , unless
they possess competent and re!iable scientific evidence that substantiates the

representation.

Appearances
William

For the Commission:

For the respondents:

John A. Claro ,

Claro

L.

Haynes

and

Lydia B. Parnes,

Moshe Tal , Presidenl Oklahoma City, OK.
Johnston Oklahoma City, OK.
Cm!PLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended , 15 L. C. 45 et seg. and by virtue of the authority vested in
it by said Act , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe

that respondents TK- 7 Corporation (TK- 7) and Moshe Tal , individual-

ly and as an officer of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent TK- 7 Corporation is a Xevada corpora-

tion with its office and principal place Gf business located at 1300 N.
4th ST. , Oklahoma City, OK.
PAR. 2. Respondent Moshe Tal is the President of TK- 7. His
business address is the same as that of the corporate respondent. At

all times relevant to this complaint , he has formulated , directed and
controlled the business acts and practices of respondent TKPAR. 3. Respondents are now and for some time in the past have

been engaged in the promotion , manufacture , distribution , marketing,
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advertising and sale of various fuel additives known by the product
name TK- 7 (hereinafter " products ). These products are additives
purported to improve engine performance.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
cause , and in the past have caused , said products to be transported
from their place of business for sale to purchasers located in variOls

states and territories of the Lnited States and the District of
Columbia. Respondents maintain , and at all times relevant mentioned

herein , have maintained a substantial course of trade in said products
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined by the Federal
Trade Commission Act as amended.

and

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
have disseminated and caused the dissemination of advertisements
and promotional material for their products by various means in or
affecting commerce , including magazines distributed by the mail
across state lines , for the purpose of inducing and which were likely to

induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said products.
PAR. 6. In the course of their aforesaid business , respondents have
made numerous representations in their advertising, promotional
literature , and labels prepared and/or disseminated by respondents for
use in selling respondents ' products. Ilustrative and typical but not

inclusive of the representations concerning aforesaid products are the
advertisements attached as Exhibits A , B , C ,

and D.

PAR. 7. Through those advertisements and others , respondents have

made the following representations:
1. TK- 7 provides top cylinder lubrication , reduces engine friction
and extends engine life;
2. TK- 7 lowers engine operating temperatures;
3. TK- 7 protects spark plugs from fouling and prevents carbon
build-up:
4. TK - 7 increases engine power:

5. TK- 7 boosts fuel octane levels;
6. TK- 7 increases gasoline mileage. PAR. 8. In truth and in fact , the representations set forth in

paragraph seven are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 9. In making the representations set forth in paragraph seven
respondents have represented , directly or by implication , that at the
times of making the representations set forth in paragraph seven

respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for making
those representations.
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PAR. 10. In truth and in fact , at the time of making the
representations set forth in paragraph seven rcspondents did not
possess and rely upon a reasonable basis for making those representations. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph nine was
and is ,

false.

practices of respondents alleged in- this
complaint , have constituted and now constitute unfair and dcceptive
acts or practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a)
PAR. 11. The acts and

of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The following is the form of order which the Commission has reason

to believe should issue if the facts are found to be as alleged in the
complaint. If , however , the Commission should conclude from record
facts developed in any adjudicative proceedings in this matter that the

proposed order provisions might be inadequate to fully protect the
public , the Commission may
necessary or appropriatc.

order such other relief as it finds
ORDER

It is ordered That rcspondent TK- 7

Corporation ,

a corporation; its

successors and assigns ,

and its offcers , and Moshe Tal , individually
and as an officer of the corporation , and respondents ' representatives
agents and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,
division or other device , in connection with the production , labeling,
advcrtising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of the gasoline fuel
additive currently marketed under the name " TK- 7" in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from making any representation , directly or by implication.
A. That the additive provides top cylinder lubrication ,
engine friction , and extends engine life;
B. That the

reduces

additive lowers engine operating temperatures;

C. That the additive protects spark !Jlugs from fouling and prevents
carbon build-up;
D. That the additive increases engine power;
E. That the additive boosts fuel octane levels;
F. That the additive increases gasoline mileage.

It

is

further ordered

That respondent TK- 7 Corporation , a
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corporation; its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Moshe
Tal , individually and as an officer of the corporation , and respondents
representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division of other device , in connection with the
production , labeling, advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of any fuel additive or engine additive (" additive ) in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from making any representation , directly or by implication , concerning the performance or efficacy
of the product unless and only to the extent that , at the time of

making such representation , rcspondents possess and rely upon a
reasonable basis consisting of competent and reliable evidence which
substantiates the representation.

For purposes of this provision , to the extent evidence consists of
scientific or professional tests , analyses , research , studies or any other
evidence based on expertise of professionals in the relevant area , such
evidence shall bc " competent and reliable " only if those tests
analyscs , research , studies , or other evidence are conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using

procedures generally accepted in the profession or science to yield
accurate and reliable results.
III.
It is further ordered That for three (3) years from the date
representations to which they pertain are last disseminated ,

that the
respondents shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal

Trade Commission or its staff for

inspection and copying:

A. All materials relied upon to substantiate any claim or representation covered by this order: and
B. All test reports , studies , surveys or other materials in their
possession or control that contradict , qualify or call into question such
representation or the basis upon which respondents relied for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.

IV.
It

is

further ordered

That respondent TK- 7

Corporation and its

successors and assigns shall forthwith distribute a copy of this order
to each of its subsidiaries and divisions and to all present and future
agents , representatives and employees having responsibility for
advertising, production , packaging, quality control or corporate policy
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with respect to the subject matter of this order , shall secure from each
such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of

the order and shall maintain such statement for three (3) years after
the end of such person s employment by respondents.

It is further- ordered That respondent Yloshe Tal promptly notify
the Commission of the discontinuance of his present business or
employment.

ln

addition , for a period of ten (10) years from the date

of service of this order , respondent

shall promptly notify the

Commission of each affiliation with a new business or employment.
Each such notice shall include respondent' s new business address and

a statement of the nature of the business or employment in which
respondent is newly engaged as well as a description of respondent'
duties and responsibilities in connection with the business or employmcnt. The expiration of the notice provision of this paragraph shall
not affect any other obligation arising under this order.
VI.
It is further or-dered That respondent TK- 7 Corporation and its
successors and assigns notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to any proposed changc to itself , such as dissolution , assignment

or sale rcsulting in the emcrgence of a successor corporation , the
crcation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change which may

affect compliance obligations arising out of this order.
VII.
It
is fi"r-ther order-ed
That respondents and their successors and
assigns shall , within sixty (60) days after service of this order upon it

and at such other timcs as thc Commission may require , file with the
Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which it has complied with this order.
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EXHIBIT B

IN REFERANCE TO 4A & 6A
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WORRIED

;. V ,

ABOUT UNLEADED

L'V

GAS AND
ENGINE WEAR?

e:

HERE IS THE

ANSWER!
TK. ? is an amazing discovery
that turns unleaded from
pooper fuel to SUPER FUEL
whelhlOr your car was made

lor regular or unleaded , TK.
will give you higher octane

performance. . better

mileage. . . and lubrication
for longer engine life
ORDER TK- ? NOW!
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EXHIBIT D
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DECISIOX AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging
the respondents named in the caption hereof with violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , and the
respondents having been served with a copy of that complaint

relief; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
together with a notice of contemplated

complaint ,

a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by the
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such

complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of its
Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
agreement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(f) of
its Rules , the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Rcspondent TK- 7 Corporation

is a corporation

organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Kevada with its offce and principal place of business located
at 200 Third Street , S. , in the City of Oklahoma City, State of
Oklahoma.
Rcspondent :.oshe Tal is the President of said corporation. He

formulates , dirccts and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. Thc Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondcnt TK- 7

Corporation ,

a corporation; its
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successors and assigns ,

and its officers , and Moshe Tal , individually
and as an officer of the corporation , and respondents ' representatives
agents and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,
division or other device , in connection with the production , labeling,
advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of any fuel additive
or engine additive (" additive ) in or affecting commerce , as " com:
merce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith

cease and desist from making any representation ,

directly or by

implication , concerning the performance or efficacy of the additive

including, but not limited to ,

representations

A. That the additive provides top cylinder lubrication , reduces

engine friction , and extends engine life;

additive lowers engine operating temperatures;
C. That the additive protects spark plugs from fouling and prevents
B. That the

carbon build- up;
D. That the additive increases engine power;

E. That the additive

boosts fuel octane levels; and

F. That the additive increases gasoline mileage

unless ,

at the time of making such representation , respondents

possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation; provided , however , that for purposes
of this provision , to the extent such evidence consists of any test

analysis , research , study, or other evidence based on the expertise of
professionals in the relevant area , such evidence shall be " competent
and reliable " only if the test , analysis , research , study, or other
evidence was conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by

persons qualified to do so , using procedures generally accepted in the

profession to yield accurate and reliable results.
II.
It

is

further ordered

That for three (3) years from the date that the

representation to which they pertain is last disseminated , respondents
shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying:

A. All materials relied upon to substantiate
covered by this order; and
B. All test reports , studies ,

any representation

surveys or other materials in their
possession or control that contradict , qualify or call into question such
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representation or the basis upon which rcspondents relied

for such

representation , including complaints from consumers.

That respondent TK- 7 Corporation shall

It is further ordered

distribute a copy of this order to each of its subsidiaries and divisions

and to all present and future agents , representatives and employees
having responsibiliy for advertising, production ,

packaging, quality
control or corporate policy with respect to the subject matter of this

order; shall secure from each such

person a signed and dated

statement acknowledging receipt of the order; and ,

shall maintain

such statement for three (3) years after the end of such person

employment by respondents.
IV.
It
is
further ordered That respondent Moshe Tal shall promptly
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present business or
employment and for a period often (10) years from the date of service
of this order , respondent shall promptly notify the Commission of each

affiliation with a new business or employment , each such notice to
include respondent' s

new business address and a statement of the

employment in which respondent is newly
engaged as well as a description of respondent' s duties and responsinaturc of the business or

bilities in conncction with the business or employment.

It is further ordered That rcspondent TK- 7 Corporation and its
successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30)

days prior to any proposed change to itself ,

such as dissolution

assignmcnt or sale resulting in the emergence of a

successor

corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other

change which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this
order.
VI.
It

i8

further ordered

That rcspondents and thcir successors

and

assigns shall , within sixty (60) days after service of this order upon
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them , and at such other times as the Commission may require , fie
with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER ,

INC.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , 1:\ REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO OF THE
TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATIO:- ACT AND
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO:- ACT

order

Docket C

8SS2. Complaint ,

June

1991- Decision, June

, 1991

This consent order requires , among other things , a Pennsylvania company to provide
appropriate origin and textile fiber product disclosures , under the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act , in textile mail
promotional materials and
catalogs.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Bockius Washington ,

Robert E. Easton.

Stephen Paul Mahinka , Morgan , Lewis &
D.

COMPLAI:-T

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that

Strawbridge & Clothier , Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondent , has violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act and of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act , and it

appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hereby alleges:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Strawbridge & Clothier , Inc. , is a
existing and doing business under and by

corporation organized ,

its office and
principal place of business located at 801 Market Street , Philadelphia
Pennsylvania.
virtue of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania with

PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and for some time past has been

engaged , by means of mail order catalogs , in the advertising, offering
for sale , sale and distribution of a variety of products in or affecting
commerce , including textile wearing apparel and other textile fiber
products.
PAR. 3. In September 1984 Congress amended the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act (15 U. C. 70) (hereafter referred to as

...
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the Textile Act) to require that catalogs and other mail order

promotional material disclose whether textile fiber products offered
for sale are imported or domestically produced or both. The amend-

ment states:
Misbranding and False Advertising of Textile Fiber Products
(i) For the purposes of this Ad , a textile fiber product shall be considered to be
falsely or deceptively advertised in any mail order catalog or mail order promotional

materia! which is used in the direct sale or direct offering for sale of such textile fiber
product , unless such textile fiber product dcseription states in a clear and conspicuous

manner that such textile fiber product is processed or manufactured in the United
States of America ,

or imported , or both. (15 D.

C. 70b(i))

PAR. 4. The Commission , pursuant to authority under the Textile

Act to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and
Textile Act (15 U. C. 70e),
promulgated a rule effective April 17 , 1985 , relating to country of
origin in mail order advertising. Rule 34 states:

proper for the enforcement of the

When a textile fiber product is advertised in any mail order catalog or mail order
promotional material , the description of such product shall contain a dear and
, imported , or both.
Other words or phrases with the same meaning may be used. The statement of origir,

conspicuous statement that the product was either made in U.

required by this section shaJl not be inconsistent with the origin labeling of the
product being advertised. (16 CFR 303. , as amended)
PAR. 5. Section 4(b) of the Textile Act requires that a label attached

to an imported or domestic textile product contains disclosure of the
constituent fibers by their generic names. Section 4(c) of the Textile
Act states that if fiber content is mentioned or implied in a written
advertisement , then the proper generic names as required under
Section 4(b) of the Textile Act must be disclosed. Section 4(b) of the
Textile Act reads , in part , as follows:
a textile fiber product shall be misbranded if a stamp, tag, label , or other means of
Section 5 , is not on or affixed to
the product showing in words and figures plainly legible , the following:
ic.entifieation , or substitute therefore authorized by

(1) The constituent fiber or combination of fibers in the textile fiber product
designating wit.h equal prominence each natural or manufactured fiber in the textile

fiber product by its generic names
Section 4(c) of the Textile Act reads:

(c) For the purpose of this Act , a textile fiber product shan be considered

to oe
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falsely or deceptively advertised if any disclosure or implication of fiber content is
made in any written advertisement which is used to aid , promote , or assist directly or
indirectly in the sa!e or offering for sale of such textile fiber product , un!ess the same
information as that required to be shown on the stamp, tag, label , or other
identification under Section 4(b) (1) and (2) is contained in the heading, body, or other
part of such written advertisement , except that the percentages of the fiber present in

the textile fiber product need not be stated. (15 V.

C. 70b(c)).

PAR. 6. The Commission , pursuant to authority under the Textie

Act to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and
proper for the enforcement of the Textie Act (15 U,

C, 70e),

promulgated Rules 41 and 42 relating to fiber content disclosures in
advertising. Rules 41 and 42 read:
Rule 41- Use of Fiber Trademarks and Generic Names in Advertising.
(a) In advertising textile fiber products , the use of a fiber trademark shall require a
ful! disclosure of the fiber content information required by the Act and Regulations in
at least one instance in the advertisement.

(b) Where a fiber trademark is used in advertising textile fiber products containing
more than one fiber , other than permissible ornamentation , such fiber trademark and

the generie name of the fiber must appear in the required fiber content information in
immediate proximity and conjunction with each other in plainly legible type or
lettering of equal size and conspicuousness.

(c) Where a fiber trademark is used in advertising textile fiber products containing
only one fiber , other than permissive ornamentation , such fiber trademark and the
generic name of the fiber must appear in immediate proximity and conjunction with
each other in plainly legible and conspicuous type or letter at least once in the

advertisement.

Rule 42 - Arrangement of Information in Advertising Textile Fiber Products.
(a) Where a textile fiber product is advertised in such manner as to require
disclosure of the information required by the Act and Regulations , all parts of the
required information shall be stated in immediate conjunction with each other in
legible and conspicuous type or Icttcring of equal size and prominence. In making the
required disclosure of the fiber content of the product , the generic names of fibers
present in an amount five percentum or more of the total fiber weight of the product
together with any fibers disclosed in accordance with Rule 3(b) shall appcar in order
of predominance by weight , to be followed by the designation other fiber or other
fibers if a fiber or fibers required to be so desIgnated be present. 116 CFR 303. , as
amended , effective December 13 , 1965.

PAR. 7. Pursuant to Section 3(f) of the Textile Act , 15 U.

C. 70(a),

violation of that Act and the Federal Trade Commission rules issued
thereunder is an unfair method of competition and an unfair and

deceptive act or practice under the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 8. Respondent's aforesaid textile fiber products have been
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advertised or offered for sale in mail order catalogs or mail order

promotional material without a clear and conspicuous statement that
the products are processed or manufactured in the United States of
America ,

or imported , or both.

PAR. 9. Respondent' s aforesaid textile fiber products have been
advertised or offered for sale in mail order catalogs or mail order

promotional materials in which fiber content is mentioned or implied
in a written advertisements ,

but the proper generic names were not

disclosed.

PAR. 10. Respondent' s

sale , offering for sale and advertising of

textile fiber products in or affecting commerce were ,

and are ,

in

violation of the Textile Act and the Federal Trade Commission rules
and regulations promulgated thereunder , and constituted , and now
constitute , unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce , in violation of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISIOK AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act and the Textile Fiber

Products Identification Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing: a conscnt order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing of

said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute

an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agrcement and placed such agreement on the public record
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considered the
comment filed thereafter by an interested person pursuant to Section

for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly

34 of its Rules , now in further conformity with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:

1. Respondent Strawbridge & Clothier , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Pennsylvania with its office and principal place of
business presently located at 801

Market Street ,

Philadelphia

Pennsylvania.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

ordered That respondent Strawbridge & Clothier , Inc. , a
It
is
corporation , its successors and assigns , trading under its own name or
as Strawbridge & Clothier or under any other name or names , and its
officers , and respondent' s agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporate or other device, in connection with
the offering for sale or sale by mail order catalog or mail order

that term is
defined in the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act (15 C. C. 70)
do forthwith cease and desist from:
promotional material of any textile fiber product as

1. Offering for sale ,

selling or advertising any such textile fiber

product in any mail order catalog or mail order promotional material

which is used in the direct sale or direct offering for sale of any such
textile fiber product , without stating in the description of such textile
fiber product in a clear and conspicuous manner that such textile fiber
product is processed or manufactured in the United States of America
or imported , or both; and
2, Offering for sale ,

selling or advertising any such textile fiber

product in any mail order catalog or mail order promotional material

which is used in the direct sale or direct offering for sale of any such
textile fiber product , and which contains any written advertisement
that mentions or implies fiber content but fails to use the proper
generic fiber names in a manner consistent with the Textile Act and
the rules and regulations thereunder.

,:
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That respondent shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
It
is further ordered

copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.
That respondent shall within sixty (60) days
after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
It

is

further ordered
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1:\ THE MATTER OF

BOISE CASCADE CORPORATIOX
MODIFIED FINAL ORDER , ETC. , 11'' REGARD TO ALLEGED

VIOLATION OF SEC. 2 OF THE CLAYTON ACT A:-D
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket ,fUSS. Final O(der

1986- Modified

, Feb.

Final Order,

June 20 ,

1991

This modified final order prohibits the Idaho- based distributor of office products from
knowingly inducing, receiving, or accepting wholesale discounts on such products
that Boise resells to end- users in the future. The Commission s original order
prohibited the respondent from knowingly receiving prices discriminatorily lower

than those available to its competitors in the sale of office products to end-users.

Appeamnces
Chris M. Couillou.

For the Commission:

For the respondent: Victor E. Grimm ,
Chicago ,

Bell ,

Boyd

Lloyd

IL.

:v0DIFIED FINAL ORDER

Boise Cascade Corporation having filed in the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit a petition for review of
the order to cease and desist issued herein on February 11 , 1986 , 107
FTC 76 , 224 , and reissued on :\ovember 1 , 1990 , and the Commission
having before it a proposal of Boise Cascade to terminate thc

proceeding for judicial review upon the Commission s entry of the
following modified order , and the Commission having detcrmincd to
accept the proposal ,

and having the authority to modify its order by

virtue of the fact that the record in the proceeding has not been filed
with the Court of Appeals

(see

15 L.

C. 21(b) and Commission Rule

72(a)); accordingly,
It
is
ordered That the cease and desist order entered in this matter
be modified to read as follows:

The following definitions shall apply in this order:
Comp:ain

. Fi:1alOrder

etc. previousl
y

Dublisl1ed at 107 FTC 76 (1986)
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shall mean Boise Cascade Corporation , its
its officers , directors , agents and employ-

divisions and subsidiaries ,
ees ,

and its successors and assigns.

Office Products

B.

shall mean furniture and supplies commonly

used in offices such as those which are sold or distributed by Boise

Cascade Corporation s Office Products Division.

Wholesaler is a firm that regularly purchases Office Products
for resale to another firm that sells such products to end- users.
C.

D.

is any discount , rebate , allowance or

Wholesale Discount"

condition of sale (however characterized)

deduction or term or

provided by sellers of Office Products to wholesalers by reason of their
status as wholesalers.

II.

That Boise Cascade shall , in connection with
the offering to purchase or purchasing in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Clayton Act , of Office Products for resale , cease and
desist from knowingly inducing, receiving or accepting, directly or
indirectly, from any seller a wholesale discount if the product on which
such discount is received is resold by Boise Cascade to an end-user.
It

is

further ordered

It is furtheT ordered That Boise Cascade shall , within sixty (60)
days of the effective date of this order , distribute a copy of this order

to each of its suppliers

of Office Products.

IV.
It is further ordered

That Boise Cascade shall notify the

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in
the corporate structure of Boise Cascade , such as the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or divisions ,

01' any other change in the
corporation , which may affect compliance obligations arising out of
the order.

It 1:S

further oTdered

That Boise Cascade shall , within ninety (90)

days after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a

BOISE CASCADE CORPORATION
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report in writing settng forth in detail the manner in which it has
complied with this order and shall file such other reports as the
Commission may from time to time require to assure compliance with

the terms and conditions

of this order.

Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting and Commissioner Owen not

participating.
DISSENTIKG STATEMEKT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCUENAGA

The Commission today decides to accept an order proposed by Boise

Cascade Corporation in settlement of this matter. The order proposed

by Boise is at once more narrow and more broad than the order
entered by the Commission following adjudication on the merits.
1\either change is in the public interest.
The compromise order is considerably more narrow than the
adjudicated order , because it prohibits Boise only from accepting
wholesale prices , not discriminatory prices , on goods resold to end
users. Boise wil remain free to use its buying power to negotiate any

discriminatorily lower price that does

not fit the definition

of

wholesale contained in the order. In view of the Commission

unanimous finding of liability for " endemic " practices and the theory
of injury in the case (Boise s receipt of discriminatory prices , of which
wholesale discounts were an example see Complaint "I 4 , 107 FTC at
77), J see no compelling reason to concede that the adjudicated order
is overbroad. I see even less reason to abandon the gravamen of the
relief that was anticipated at the outset of the case and that was
imposed after a full adjudication and full consideration
Commission of the terms of the order. 107 FTC at 223.

by the

The compromise order also is more broad than the adjudicated order
and , indeed , the Robinson- Patman Act , because it omits any reference

to two elements essential to a violation: a discriminatory price and
competition with disfavored purchasers. As J understand it , Boise
receipt of a wholesale price on goods resold to end users would violate
the compromise order even if Boise s only competitors are others of

the " Big 5" wholesalers that paid the same price. This is a perverse
result.
1 The arJ

\lciica ed u!"
ccr of the Commiss:on pmhihits Roise fro ll rcceiv::1g a net pt. jce lower than that paici by

distliouwrs wi:.h wi,ich Bo:sc competes for sales to end usc"s. The order proposed by Boise (" compromise
order ) illohioits the I" cccip' . 0:" wr. olesale discollr.ts or. VOdl1ccS hat Roise "csells to ef.ci 'Jsers
The C:omrr.ission , describi:1g the o:' ccr as " unremarkab
" nev€l-:heless modif:er! the order' to " e::mina;:e
e sugges;:icr. of ovedweadth" by TTw: ing cX;Jlicit tr. m i: 2.p;Jlied ot1ly:o oEire )llodur1s reso d by Boise to end
JSCi'S.
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Accepting the compromise order at this stage of the proceeding,
when Boise s appeal from the Commission

s adjudicated order and

opinion on remand in pending, also fails to serve the public interest by
leaving the applicable legal standards in a state of confusion and

disarray. This might be acceptable

, if the compromise order were

consistent with the public interest. Unfortunately, the only interest"

served here is expediency. I dissent.

CHAIN PHARMACY ASSOCIATIOK OF :\EIV YORK STATE ,
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IN THE MATTER OF

CHAIN PHARMACY ASSOCIATION OF
EW YORK STATE , I.\C.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , I:- REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO"i .
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE CO:lMISSIO" ACT
Docket

9227.

Complaint ,

1989- JJecision,

Ap)' il

JlJne 20 , 1.991

This consent order prohibits , among othcr things , the pharmaceutical association from

organizing or entering into any agreement among pharmacy firms to withdraw
from or refuse to enter into a third- party payer prescription drug plan; for ten
years , from continuing any meeting of representatives of pharmacy firms at
which any person makes any statement concerning whether any firm wilJ enter
into or refuse to enter into any third- party payer preseription drug plan; and for
eight years , from providing comments or advice to any pharmacist or pharmacy

firm on the desirability or appropriateness of entering into or refusing to enier
into any third- party payer prescription drug plan.

Appearances
Karen

For the Commission:

Bokat

and

Michael D. McNeely.

Valatie , N, Y. and
Willard
B,' ennan Washington , D.

Michael E. Rosen

For the respondent:

K. Tom ,

G.

SutheJ' land ,

Asbill

COMPLAIKT

Pursuant to the provisions of thc Fcderal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that the Chain Pharmacy
Ncw
York State , Inc. : Melville Corporation; Fay s Drug
Company, Inc. ; Kinney Drugs , Inc. ; Peterson Drug Company of North
Chili , New York , Inc. ; Rite Aid Corporation; and James E. Krahulec
Association of

have violated the provisions of said Act ,

and it appearing to the

Commission that a procceding by it in respect thereof would be in the

public interest ,

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Rcspondent Chain Pharmacy Association of Kew

York State , Inc. (" Chain Association ) is a corporation organized
cxisting and doing business undcr and by virtue of the laws of the
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State of Xew York , with its principal office located at 17 Elk Street
Albany, New York.
PAR. 2. Respondent Chain Association is an association composed of

the following individual mcmber firms: Brooks Drug, Inc. , 75 Sabin
St. , Pawtucket , RI; Carl's Drug Co. , Success Drive , Box 203 , Rome
NY; CVS , One CVS Drive , Woonsocket , RI; Duane Reade , 4929"
Thirtieth Place , Long Island City, NY; Fay s Drug Co. , 7245 Henry
Clay Blvd. , Liverpool , NY; Genovese Drug Stores , 80 Marcus Dr.
Melville , NY; Kinney Drugs , Inc. , 29 :Vlain St. , Gouverneur , KY; The
Kroger Co. ,

Main St. ,

1014 Vine St. ,

P. O.

Cincinnati , OH; Peterson Drug Co. , 68

Box 166 , Oakfield , NY; Revco D.

, Inc. ,

1925

Enterprise Parkway, Twinsburg, OH; Rite Aid Corp. , P. O. Box 3165
Harrisburg, PA; Supermarkets General Corp. , 301 Blair Rd. , Wood-

bridge , NJ; Super X Drugs Corp. , 1933 Victory Blvd. , Staten Island
NY; Walgrecn Co. , 200 Wilmont Rd. , Deerfield , IL. Chain Associa-

tion

s members are engaged in the business of the retail sale of

prescription drugs.

Inc. (" Fay
existing and doing business under

PAR. 3. Respondent Fay s Drug Company,
corporation organized ,

) is a

and by

York , with its principal offices
located at 7246 Henry Clay Boulevard , Livcrpool , New York. In 1986

virtue of the laws of the State of

New

the retail sale of prescription drugs accounted for a significant portion

of the sales of the 110 to 120 pharmacies

that respondent Fay

operatcd in New York State.
PAR. 4. Respondent Kinney Drugs , Inc. (" Kinney ) is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of New York , with its principal offices located at 29 Main
Street , Gouverneur , New York. The retail sale of prescription drugs
accounts for a significant portion of the sales of the approximately 23

pharmacics that respondent Kinney operates in New York State.
PAR. 6. Respondent :velville Corporation (" :velville ) is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of New York , with its vrincipal offices located at
York. CVS (a/k/a CVS
3000 Westchester Ave. , Harrison Ncw
Pharmacics or Consumer Value Stores), with principal offices located
at One CVS Drive , W oonsocket , Rhode Island , is a division of Melville.
In 1986 , the retail sale of prescription drugs accounted for a

significant portion of sales of the approximately 115 pharmacics that
respondent Melville opcrated under the CVS name in New York State.
PAIL 6. Respondent Peterson Drug Company of North Chili , New
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York , Inc. (" Peterson ) is a corporation organized , existing and doing

business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New York
with its principal offices located at 68 North Main Street , Oakfield
New York. The retail sale of prescription drugs accounts for a
significant portion of the sales of the approximately

18 pharmacies

that respondent Peterson operates in New York State.
PAR. 7. Respondent Rite Aid
corporation organized ,

Corporation (" Rite

Aid" ) is a

existing and doing business under

and by

virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal offices
located at Railroad Ave. and Trindle Road , Shiremanstown , Pennsylvania. In 1986 , the retail sale of prescription drugs accounted for a
significant portion of the sales of the approximately 260 pharmacies
that rcspondent Rite Aid operated in New York State.
PAR. 8, Respondent James E. Krahulec is an individual and was
employed by respondent Rite Aid as Vice- President , Government and
Trade Relations in 1986 in respondent Rite Aid' s

principal offices at

Railroad Ave. and Trindle Road , Shiremanstown , Pennsylvania.
PAR. 9. Except to the extent that competition has been restrained as

alleged herein ,

members of respondent Chain Association have been

and now are in competition among themselves and with other
pharmacy firms and other health care providers in the state of New
York.
PAR. 10. Respondents ' general businesses or activities , and the acts

and practices
commerce "

described below , are in or affect commerce , as

is defined in the Federal Trade

Commission Act ,

15

C. 45.

PAR. 11. Respondent Chain Association is , and has been at all times
relevant to this complaint , a corporation organized for the profit of its

members within the meaning of Section
Commission Act , as amended ,

15 U.

4 of the Federal Trade

C. 44.

PAR. 12. Customers often receive prescriptions through health
benefit programs under which a third- party payer compensates the
pharmacy for the prescription according to a predetermined formula,

The New York State Employecs Prescription Program is a prescription drug benefit plan made available by the State of New York to its
employees , its retirees , certain other persons , and their dependents.

There were approximately

500

000 beneficiaries covered by the

Employees Prescription Program in 1986. Sincc July 1 ,

1986 , the

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States has insured the
Employees Prescription Program , and PAID Prescriptions , Inc. , a
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wholly- owned subsidiary of Medco Containmcnt Services , Inc. , has
administered it.
PAR. 13. Pharmacies are solicited to participate in the Employees
Prescription Program. Pharmacies that participate in the Employees

Prcscription Program accept as payment in full a reimbursement of
the ingredient cost of thc drug and a professional fee for dispensing

the drug. The Employees Prescription Program provides a formula for
determining the reimbursement of the ingredient cost of drugs

dispensed.
PAR. 14. Absent collusion between or among pharmacy firms , each

pharmacy firm would decide independently whether to participate in
the Employees Prescription Program , and the State of Kew York
would enjoy the benefits of competition among pharmacy firms.

PAR. 15. In May 1986 , PAID Prescriptions , Inc. formally solicited
pharmacy participation in the Employees Prescription Program under
terms to become effective on July 1 , 1986. Among the proposed terms
were changes in the reimbursement level for ingredient costs , an

increase in the professional fee , and the offer of additional reimbursement for the use of generic drugs. The proposed terms were intended
to reduce the price the State paid for the

Employees Prescription

Program , and thus minimize costs , and yet to offer reimbursement
high enough to attract a sufficient number of participating pharmacies to ensure that Employees Prescription Program beneficiaries
would have adequate access to medication.
PAR. 16. In 1986 , respondents Melville , Fay , Kinney, Peterson
and Rite Aid (" respondent pharmacy firms ) participated in many
prescription drug benefit plans offered by third- party payers , includ-

ing the Employees Prescription Program as it existed prior to July 1.
Each respondent pharmacy firm purchased prescription drugs at a
cost which on average was below the Employees Prescription

Program s proposed level of reimbursement for ingredient costs. Each
respondent pharmacy firm would have suffered a significant loss of
customers had its competitors participated in the Employees Prescription Program at a time when it was not participating.
PAR. 17. Even before PAID formally solicited pharmacy participation in the Employees Prescription Program New York State began to
inform pharmacists ' associations of the proposed terms. In or before
March 1986 , respondent Chain Association bccame aware of the
proposed terms of the Employees Prescription Program , and , in

response , communicated to members that the extent to which
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pharmacies participated in the Employees Prescription Program could
affect state offcials ' consideration of the reimbursement level.

Respondent Chain Association held meetings at which some respondent pharmacy firms informed other pharmacy firms that they would

not participate in the proposed Employees Prescription Program.
Respondent pharmacy firms communicated information regaraing
concerning participation in the Employees

their own intentions

Prescription Program to other pharmacy firms. Respondent Chain
Association and respondent Krahulec communicated , to Chain Association members and other pharmacy firms , information regarding the

intentions of Chain Association members and other pharmacy firms
Employees Prescription Program.
Through these exchanges of information and other acts , and through
concerning participation in the

the activities of respondent Chain Association

and respondent

Krahulec , respondent pharmacy firms and other pharmacy firms
agreed to refuse to participate in the Employees Prescription Program
at the proposed reimbursement level , for the purpose of increasing the

level of reimbursement offered by the State of New York under the

Employees Prescription Program.
PAR. 18. Respondents have restrained competition among pharmacy
firms by conspiring among themselves and others , or by acting as a
combination , to increase the price paid to participating pharmacies
under the Employees Prescription Program and to deny to the State
the benefits of competition.

PAR. 19. The combination or conspiracy and the acts and practices

described above have unreasonably restrained and continue unreasonably to restrain competition among pharmacists and pharmacies in
New York , and have injured consumers in the following ways , among

others:

A. Price competition among pharmacy firms with respect to thirdparty prescription benefit plans has been and continues to be reduced;
B. The State of 1"ew York was coerced into raising the prices paid to
pharmacies under the Employees Pre5cription Program; and

C. The State of New York has been and continues to be forced to
pay substantial additional sums for prescription drugs provided to
Employees Prescription Program beneficiaries ,

including approxi-

mately seven million dollars for the eighteen-month period beginning
on July 1 , 1986.

PAR. 20. The combination or conspiracy

and the acts described

above constitute unfair methods of competition

in or

affecting
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commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act. The combination or conspiracy, or the effects thereof , are
continuing, will continue

, or will recur in the absence of the relief

herein requested.

Commissioners Azcuenaga and Machol voted in the negative.
STATEME:-T OF COMMISSIONER MARGOT E. MACHOL

The case as presented to the Commission was a very complex one

both factually and legally. It alleged a conspiracy among the Chain
Pharmacy Association , a number of drugstore chains operating in

New York State , and an executive of one of the chains , to coerce the
State into raising proposed prescription drug payments to pharmacies
under its employee benefit program by threats of refusal to participate
in that program.

Each of the pharmacies and pharmacy chains eligible to participate
in the program , of course ,

was free to make its own decision

on

whether to agree to do so or to threaten to withhold participation.
Liabilty, under the law we administer , would attach only to
conspiracy or collusion in reaching such decisions.
line of cases in the Supreme Court
Further , the Noerr/Pennington
teaches us that even commercial

enterprises may not be held

accountable under the antitrust laws for

conspiring or colluding to

exercise their right to petition governments , a right protected under
itself complex , it
is clear that many of the activities in which the parties engaged in this
case were thus protected.
As to the activities alleged in this case which would not be protected
by
Noerr the information we received clearly contained no " smoking
gun " evidence of conspiracy. We could find the necessary " reason to
believe " that a violation had occurred only on the basis of circumstan-

the First Amendment. Thoug-h

tial evidence. But ,

in the

this area of the law is

lVats1tshita/lVonsanto

line of Supreme

Court cases , we are taught that an inference of conspiracy must be

supported by at least some significant evidence of activity which was
onlv with conspiracy. That is , if the activity of
logically consistent

each member of an alleged conspiracy was wholly consistent with its
pursuit of its unilateral self- interest , that inference must fai1.
In my view , the inference in this case- on the information available
to support issuance of a complaint- fails for that reason. I believeagain on this information- that it was in the independent interest of
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refuse to participate in the
program unless prices were raised , because , if the threat had failed to
achieve a price increase , the pharmacy could then have reversed itself
each chain pharmacy to threaten to

and participated. The costs of such a strategy were very limited; the

potcntial gains were vcry large.
It seems clear that the parties to the alleged conspiracy

cxchanged

a good deal of information. It secms very doubtful that it can be
decisions to
however , because thcy did not need to.

established that they conspired with respect to their
threaten non- participation ,

Their conversations appear to me to have taken place in the context of
protected lobbying activity; their actions seem to have been entirely
consistent with their individual economic self- interest; and there
simply was not sufficient evidence from which I could find reason to
believe in the existence of an unlawful conspiracy.

DECISIOK AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issucd its complaint charging

the respondent Chain Pharmacy Association of New York State , Inc.
with a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amend cd , and the respondent having been served with a copy of that
complaint , together with a notice of the contemplated relief; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the rcspondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for

settement purposes only and does not constitutc an admission

by

respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such
complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by thc

Commission

s Rules; and

The Secretary of thc Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
mattcr from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of its
Rules; and

The Commission having considered 1he matter and having thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such
agreement on the public record for a period of (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(f) of
its rules , thc Commission hereby makes thc following jurisdictional
findings and enters thc following order:
1 Should

have occasicn to revicw this matter fc:lowiJlg a procccd:: g befor"e an aaminis:rative law ;udge . I
the factua: issue" pl'eser.
ted sc:cly or: : Jc basis 0:" tlce ar.jud:cat:ve record.

wiE of course recor. sider
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1. Respondent Chain Pharmacy Association of New York State
Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and

by virtue of the laws of the State of Xew York , with its office and
principal place of business located at 28 Fairway Lane , in the City of
Schenectady, State of New York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

For purposes of this order ,

the following definitions shall apply:

A.
Chain Association means the Chain Pharmacy Association of
New York , Inc. , and its directors , committees , officers , representatives , agents , employees , successors and assigns;

Third-party payer means any person or entity that provides a
program or plan pursuant to which such a person or entity agrees to
pay for prescriptions dispensed by pharmacies to individuals described
B.

in such plan or program as eligible for such coverage (" Covered
Persons

), and includes , but is not limited to , health insurance

companies; prepaid hospital ,

medical , or other health service plans

such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield

plans; health maintenance

organizations; preferred provider organizations; prescription service

administrative organizations; and any of the above which contract
with the State of New York or other governmental units to provide

health benefits programs for government

employees , retirees and

dependents;
C.

means any existing or proposed

Participation agreement"

agreement , oral or written , in which a third- party payer agrees to
reimburse a pharmacy for the dispensing of prescription drugs to
Covered Persons , and the pharmacy agrees to accept such payment
from the third- party payer for such prescriptions dispensed during the
term of the agreement;
D.

Pharmacy firm

corporation ,

means any partnership, sole proprietorship or

including all of its subsidiaries , affiliates ,

divisions and

joint ventures , that owns , controls or operates one or more pharmacies , including the directors , officers , employees , and agents , of such
partnership, sole proprietorship or corporation as well as the directors

, "
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officers , employees , and agents of such partnership , sole proprietorship s or corporation s subsidiaries , affiliates , divisions and joint
ventures. The words " subsidiary
affiiate , and "joint venture
refer to any firm in which there is partial (10% or more) or total
ownership or control between corporations.
II.
It is ordered

That Chain Association ,

directly, indirectly, or

through any corporate or other device , in or in connection with its

activities in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , shall forthwith cease
and dcsist from;

A. Entering into , threatening or attempting to enter into , organizing, encouraging, continuing, cooperating in , or carrying out any
agreement between or among pharmacy firms , either express or
implied , to withdraw from , threaten to withdraw from , refuse to enter
into , or threaten to refuse to enter into , any participation agreement;
B. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes
final , continuing a meeting of representatives of pharmacy firms at
which any person makes any statement concerning one or more firms

intentions or decisions with respect to entering into , refusing to enter
into , threatening to refuse to enter into , participating in , threatening
to withdraw from , or withdrawing from any existing or proposed

participation agreement;
C. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes
final , communicating to any pharmacist or pharmacy firm any

pharmacy firm
decision with respect to entering into , refusing

s intention or

threatening to refuse to enter into ,

threatening to

information concerning any other

participating in ,

to enter into

withdraw from , or withdrawing from any existing or proposed

participation agrecment;
D. For a period of eight (8) years after the date this order becomes
final , providing comments or advice to any pharmacist or pharmacy
firm on the desirability or appropriatencss of participating in any
existing or proposed participation agreement. However , nothing in
this paragraph shall prohibit Chain Association from communicating

purely factual information describing the terms and conditions of any
participation agreement or operations of any third. party payers; and
Provided that
nothing in this order shall be construed to prevent
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Chain Association from exercising rights permitted under the First

Amendment to the United States Constitution to petition any federal
or state government executive agency or legislative body, concerning
legislation , rules , programs or procedures , or to participate in any
federal or state administrative or judicial proceeding.

It

is

further ordered

That Chain Association:

A. Distribute by first- class

mail a copy of this order and the

accompanying complaint to each of its

members within thirt

days after the date this order becomes

(30)

final; .

B. Publish this order and the accompanying complaint in an issue of
the Chain Association newsletter or in any successor

publication

published no later than sixty (60) days after the date this order

becomes final , in the same type size normally used for articles that are
published in the Chain Association Xewsletter or successor publica-

tion;
C. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , provide each new Chain Association member with a copy of this
order at the time the member is accepted into membership;
D. File a verified , written report with the Commission within ninety
(90) days after the date this order becomes final , and annually

thereafter for five (5) years on the anniversary of the date this order
becomes final , and at such other times as the Commission may, by

written notice to Chain Association , require , setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which it has complied and is complying with the
order:
E. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , maintain and make available to Commission staff for inspection
and copying upon reasonable notice , records adequate to describe in

detail any action taken in connection with the activities covered

by

Parts II and II of this order , includlng, but not limited to ,

all

documents generated by Chain Association or that come into Chain
Association s possession , custody, or control regardless of source , that

embody, discuss or refer to the terms or conditions of any participation agreement; and

F. Xotify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in Chain Association such as , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation or association
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change of name , change of address , dissolution , or any other change
that may affect compliance with this order.
Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
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IN THE MATTER OF

RICHARD B. PALLACK ,

INC. ,

ET AL.

CONSE:-T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING
ACT
A:-D THE

FEDERAL TRADE CmnnSSION ACT
Docket C- 3333. Complaint ,

Jv, ne

24,

1991- Decision, June

24, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things ,

a California retailer of men
clothing and accessories , and an officer of the corporation , from importing,

transporting, distributing, delivering, or selJng wool products that are misbranded; from removing or mutilating any stamp, tag, label or other identification
required by the Wool Products Labeling Act , prior to the time the wool product is

sold/delivered; and from misrepresenting the country of origin of such products.
In addition , the respondents are required to distribute a copy of the order to aJl
present and future personnel.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondents:

Paul R. Roark.

Ralph F. Hirschmann, Hennigan and Mercer

Los Angeles , CA.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15
L:.

C. 41
C. 68

et seg.

et "eg.

and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , 15

(hereinafter " Wool Act" ) and by virtue of the

authority vested in it by said Acts ,

the Fcderal Trade Commission
having reason to believe that Richard B. Pallack , Inc. , a corporation
and Richard B. Pallack ,

individually and as an officer

of said

corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents , have

violated the provisions

of said Acts , and it appearing to the

Commission that a proceeding by it in rcspect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

Richard B. Pallack , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of California , with its office and principal place of
business located at 4554 Sherman Oaks Avenue , Sherman Oaks , CA.
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Respondent Richard B. Pallack is sole shareholder , President , Vice
President , and Secretary of the corporate respondent named herein.
He formulates ,

directs and controls the acts and practices of said

corporate respondent , including the acts and practices hereinafter set
forth. His office and principal place of business are the same as th?t of
respondent Richard B. Pallack ,

Inc.

PAR. 2. Respondents are engaged in , among other things , the retail

sale of wool products including, but not limited to , men s suits , sport
coats , and other clothing and accessories that were imported into the

Lnited States.
PAR, 3. Respondents , now and for some time last past , have
imported into commerce , introduced into commerce , transported

distributed , delivered for shipment , shipped , offered for sale , or sold in
commerce , as " commerce" is defined in the Wool Products Labeling
Act of 1939 ,

wool products as " wool product" is defined therein.

PAR. 4. Certain of said wool products were misbranded in that they
were not stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified as required
under the provisions of Sections 4(a)(2)(D) and 4(f) of the Wool Act
and the rules and regulations promulgated under said Act. Respondents have , therefore , violated Section 3 of the Wool Act.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto
were men s suits , sport coats , and other clothing which , when offered
for sale and sold by respondents , did not have on or affixed thereto , on
the inside center of the neck or elsewhere , a stamp, tag, label , or other
means of identification showing the name of the country where
processed or manufactured.

PAR. 5. Respondents have also caused or participated in the removal
or mutilation of stamps , tags , labels or other means of identifying the
countries where wool products were processed or manufactured , with
intent to violate the provisions of the Wool Act. Pursuant to Section
5(b) of the Wool Act , such removals and mutilations are unfair
methods of competition , and unfair and deceptive acts or practices , in
commerce within the meaning of the Vederal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 6. The acts and practices of respondents as set forth in

paragraphs 4 and 5 were , and are , in violation of the Wool Act and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and constituted , and

now constitute ,

unfair methods of competition , and unfair and

deceptive acts or practices , in or affecting commerce , within the

meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business ,

and at all times
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mentioned herein , respondents have been , and now are , in substantial
competition in or affecting commerce with corporations , firms and

individuals engaged in the sale of merchandise of the same general
kind and nature as merchandise sold by

respondents.

PAR. 8. The acts and practices of respondents , as herein alleged,
were and are to the prejudice and injury of the public and respondents
competitors. The acts and practices of respondents , as herein alleged

may recur in the absence of the relief herein requested.
DECISIOK AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Los Angeles Regional Office
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents , their attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all thc jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposcs only and does not constitutc

an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and

having determined that it had reason to believc that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agrecment on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and )'aving duly considered the

comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules ,

now in further conformity

with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:

1. Respondent Richard B. Pallack , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing, and doing busincss under and by virtue of the laws of thc
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State of California , with its office and principal place of business

located at 4554 Sherman Oaks Avenue , Sherman Oaks , CA.
Respondent Richard B. Pallack is an officer of said corporation. He
formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his principal office and place of business is located at
the above stated address,
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDEH

That respondents Richard B. Pallack , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Richard
It is ordered

B, Pallack ,

individually and an officer of said

respondents '

corporation , and

representatives , agents and employees , directly or

through any corporation , subsidiary, division or any other device , in
as " wool products " are defined in the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , as amended , (hereinafter " Wool
connection with wool products ,

Act" ) do forthwith cease and desist from importing or introducing into
commerce , transporting, distributing, delivering for shipment , shipping, offering for sale , or selling in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Wool Act , wool products that arc misbranded in that
they:

A. Are falsely or deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled or otherwise
identified;

B. Do not have securely affixed to , or placed on , each such product
manner , and form required by the Wool Act , a stamp,

in the location ,

tag, label or other means of identification correctly showing, in a clear
and conspicuous manner , each element of information required to be
disclosed by Section 4(a)(2) of the Wool Act.

II.

It 'is further ordered That respondents Richard B. Pallack ,

Inc. , a

corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers , and Richard
B. Pallack , individually and as an officer of said corporation , and
respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or
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through any corporation , subsidiary, division or any other device , in
connection with wool products , as " wool products " are defined in the
Wool Act , do forthwith cease and desist from removing or mutilating,
or causing or participating in the removal or mutilation of , any stamp,
tag, label or other identification required by the Wool Act to be affixed

to wool products , prior to the time any such wool product is sold and
delivered to the ultimate consumer , without substituting therefor

labels conforming to Section 4(a)(2) of the Wool Act.

It is further ordered That respondents Richard B. Pallack , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and Richard
B. Pallack , individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and
respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or any other device , in
connection with the purchasing, advertising, offering for sale , sale and
distribution of any product in or affecting commerce , as " commerce

is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act ,

as amended , do

forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting in any manner , the
country of origin of any such product.

IV.
It is further ordered

That respondents distribute a copy of this

order to all present or future personnel , agents or representatives

having sales , advertising, or policy responsibilities with respect to the

subject matter of this order and that respondents secure from

each

such person a signed statement acknowledging receipt of said order.

It is further ordered That , whenever a stamp, tag, label or other
form of identification which shows information required by the Wool
Act is substituted or otherwise removed , respondents shall keep

records for a period of three years suffcient to show the information
set forth on the removed stamp, tag, label , or other form of

identification , as well as the name or names of the person or persons
from whom such product was received.
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VI.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents shall , for a period of five (5)

years after this order becomes final , maintain and , upon reasonable
notice , make available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection

and copying all documents that relate to the manner and form

which respondents have complied with this order.
VII.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents shall ,

(10) years from the date of this order ,

for a period of ten

notify the Federal Trade

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in
Richard B. Pallack , Inc. , such as dissolution ,

assignment or sale

resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation that
may affect compliance obligations arising out of this order. The
expiration of the notice provision of this paragraph shall not affect

any other obligation arising under this order.
VIII.
It

is

shall ,

further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
for a period of ten (10) years from the date of this order

promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of each affiliation with a new business or
employment. Each such notice shall include the respondent' s new
business address and a statement of the nature of the business or

employment in which the respondent is newly engaged as well as a
description of respondent' s duties and responsibilties in connection

with the business or employment. The expiration or the notice

provision of this paragraph shall not affect any other obligation
arising under this order.

IX.

That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
, submit a report , in writing, to
the Federal Trade Commission setting forth in detail the manner and
It

is

further ordered

after the date of service of this order

form in which they have complied with this order.
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IK THE MATTER OF

FAY' S INCORPORATED
CO:-SE:-T ORDEH , ETC. , IK REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOK ACT
Docket

.9227.

CO'nplaint* ,

1989- Decision , June

April

This eonsent order prohibits , among other things ,

, 1991

a pharmaceutical firm from

organizing or entering into any agreement among pharmacy firms to withdraw
from or refuse to enter into a third- party payer prescription drug plan; for ten
years , from sLating or communicating to any pharmacy firm the intent to enter
into or refuse to enter into any third- party payer prescription drug plan; and for
eight
years , from providing comments or advice to any pharmacist or pharmacy

firm on the desirability or appropriateness of entering into or refusing to enter
into any third- party payer prescription drug plan.

Appearances
Karen

For the Commission:

For the rcspondent:

Shulman Syracuse ,

G.

Bolcat

Pa"l J. Curtin, Jr.

and

Michael D. McNeeley.

, Law OjJIees of

C.

Daniel

N.

DECISIO'\ AKD ORDER

The commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging the
respondent Fay s Drug Company, Inc. with a violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , and the respondent
having been served with a copy of that complaint ,

together with a
notice of the contemplated relief; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth

in the complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by

respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in such
complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the

Commission

s Rules; and

The Secretary of the Commission having thereafter withdrawn this
*Order an (nr.:'Jg cO:l;Jla:'J t to rcrlcct challgcd :12me of :. c:;pondcn' " is:;L;Cd August 17 . 1990 (113 FTC 762)
COrJlplil::lt vev;oL;s:y published at 114 prc :-127
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matter from adjudication in accordance with Section 3. 25(c) of its
Rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such

agreement on the public record for a period of (60) days , now in
further conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 3. 25(f) of
its rules ,

the Commission hereby makes the following jurisdictional

findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Fay s Incorporated is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York ,

with its office and principal place of business

located at 7245 Henry Clay Boulevard , Liverpool , :\ew York.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of thc subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDI:R

For purposes of the order , the following definitions shall apply:
A.

Fay

employees ,

means Fay s Incorporated , its directors , officers , agents
divisions , subsidiaries , successors and assigns;

Third-party payer means any person or entity that provides a
program or plan pursuant to which such a person or entity agrees to
pay for prescriptions dispensed by pharmacies to individuals described
B.

in such plan or program as eligible for such coverage (" Covered
Persons

), and includes , but is not limited to , health insurance

companies; prepaid hospital , medical ,

or other health service plans

such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield

plans; health maintenance

organizations; preferred provider organizations; prescription service

administrative organizations; and health benefit programs for government employees , retirees or dependents;
C.

Participation agreement"

means any existing or proposed

agreement , oral or written , in which a third- party payer agrees to

reimburse a pharmacy for the dispensing of prescription drugs to
Covered Persons , and the pharmacy agrees to accept such payment
from the third- party payer for such prescriptions dispensed during the
term of the agreement;

, "
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means any partnership, sole proprietorship or

corporation , including all of its subsidiaries , affiliates , divisions and
joint ventures , that owns , controls or operates one or more pharmacies , including the directors , officers , employees , and agents of such
partnership, sole proprietorship or corporation as well as the directors
officers , employees , and agents of such partnership , sole proprietGrship s or corporation s subsidiaries , affiliates , divisions and joint
ventures , but excludes any partnership, sole proprietorship or corpora-

tion , including all of its subsidiaries , affiliates , divisions and joint
ventures , which own , are owned by, control or are under common
affiliate , and " joint
control with Fay s. The words " subsidiary
venture " refer to any firm in which there is partial (10% or more) or
total ownership or control between corporations.
II.

ordered That Fay , directly, indirectly, or through any
in or in connection with its activities in or
affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , shall forthwith cease and desist from:
It

is

corporate or other device ,

A. Agreeing or combining, attempting to agree or combine , or
taking any action in furtherance of any agreement or combination
advocating an agreement , or organizing or cooperating with any

pharmacy firm(s) to (1) boycott , refuse to enter into , withdraw from
or not participate in , any participation agreement or (2) threaten to
boycott , threaten to refuse to enter into , threaten to withdraw from
or threaten not to participate in , any participation agreement;
B. For a period of ten (10) years after the date this order becomes
final , stating or communicating in any way to any pharmacy firm the
intention or decision of Fay s with respect to entering into , refusing to

enter into , threatening to refuse to enter into , participating in
threatening to withdraw from , or withdrawing from any existing or
proposed participation agreement into- which Fay s and the other
pharmacy firm have entered , could enter or are considering entering;
C. For a period of eight (8) years after the date this order becomes
final , advising any pharmacy firm with respect to entering into
refusing to enter into , participating in , or withdrawing from any
existing or proposed participation agreement into which Fay s and the

other pharmacy firm have entered ,
entering.

could enter or are considering

FA Y'
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Provided that nothing in this order shall prevent Fay s

from:

(1) Exercising rights permitted under the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution to petition any federal or state government
executive agency or legislative body concerning legislation , rules or
procedures , or to participate in any federal or state administrative or
judicial proceeding;

(2) Subcontracting, preparing joint bids , or otherwise

jointly

undertaking with pharmacy firms to provide prescription drug
services under a participation agreement if requested to do so in
writing by the third- party payer; or
(3) Communicating to the public truthful , nondeceptive statements
concerning any existing or proposed participati()n agreement.

II.
It

is

further ordered

That Fay

A. Provide a copy of this order within thirty (30) days after the date
this order becomes final to each officer , director , employee pharmacist

who is employed in New York state ,

and each employee whose

responsibilities include recommending or deciding whether to enter
into any participation agreement , and each employee who regularly
attends meetings on Fay ' behalf that include representatives of
other pharmacies; and

B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , provide each new director and each employee who enters a

position described in paragraph A a copy of the order within ten (10)
days of the date the employee or director assumes the new position.
IV.
It

':8

further ordered

That Fay

A. File a verified , written report with-the Commission within ninety
(90) days after the date this order becomes final , and annually

thereafter for five (5) years on the anniversary of the date this order
becomes final , and at such other times as the Commission may, by
written notice to Fay , require , setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which it has complied and is complying with this order;

B. For a period of five (5) years after the date this order becomes
final , maintain and make available to Commission staff for inspection
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and copying upon reasonable notice all documents generated by Fay

or that come into Fay s possession , custody, or control regardless of
source , that embody, discuss or refer to the decision or upon which
Fay s relies in deciding whether to enter into any participation
agreement in which Fay s participates , has participated , or has

considered participating; and
C. Notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in Fay s such as assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or association , change of name
change of address , dissolution , the creation , sale or dissolution of a
subsidiary, or any other change that may affect compliance with this
order.
Commissioner Azcuenaga dissenting.
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IN THE MATTER OF

CANANDAIGUA WINE COMPANY
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IK REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOK ACT.
Docket C- 3334. Complaint ,

June

1991- Decision, June

, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , the maker of Cisco , a flavored wine

product ,

from representing that Cisco is a low- alcohol

that a botte of Cisco constitutes a single serving, and

product , from implying
from displaying Cisco next

to low-alcohol produets like wine coolers. In addition , the consent order requires

new packaging for the product.

Appearances

Judith D. Wilkenfeld.

For the Commission:

For thc rcspondent:

Washington ,

Ronald A. Block ,

McDermott , Will

Emery,

D.

COMPLAINT

Thc Federal Trade Commission , having rcason to believe that

Canandaigua Wine Company (" respondent" ), has violated Sections 5
and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U. C. 45 and 52),
and it appearing to the Commission that a procecding by it in respect
thereof would be in thc

public interest ,

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

alleges:

Canandaigua Wine Company is a

Delaware corporation with its office and principal place of business
located at 116 Buffalo Street , Canandaigua , New York.
PAR. 2. Respondent has advertised , offercd for sale , sold , and
distributed fruit- flavorcd wine products with an alcohol content of
20% by volume to the public under the registered trademark Cisco.
Cisco is a " food" as that tcrm is defined in Section 12 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. The acts and

practices of rcspondent alleged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce.

PAR. 4. Respondent has distributed or caused to be distributed Cisco
in packaging resembling that of a wine cooler or other low- alcohol
single- serving beverage. The Cisco bottes , depicted on attached
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, have shapes similar to the bottes of many wine coolers
low-alcohol , single-serving beverages. The Cisco botte glass

Exhibits 1or other

is clcar , as is the glass of many wine coolers. The beverage displayed

in the Cisco bottles is colored similarly to the beverages displayed in
many wine cooler bottles. And , the Cisco flavor names are similar to

the flavor names of many wine coolers.
PAR. 5. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be dissemi-

nated promotional materials for Cisco that describe its packaging as
cooler-style and suggest that Cisco should be sold alongside similar
bottes. This promotional material includes , but is not limited to
material containing the following statcmcnts:

The key to sellng Cisco is proper cold box placement.

Keep it cold so Cisco

buyers can experience " the thril of the chill"
Cisco is available in 5 refrcshing flavors: Berry, Red , Gold , Peach and Orange. And
cooler- stvle bottes , in both 375 ml and 750 ml sizes.
it comes packaged in distinctive

PAR. 6. Respondcnt has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated point-of- sale advertisements for Cisco that suggest that it can
be consumed in the same manner and quantities as wine coolcrs or
other low- alcohol , single- serving beverages. These advertisements
have included , but not been limited to , two point- of- sale posters , each
of which depicts a model holding and about to consumc the contents of
an opened ,

full ,

375 ml (12. 7 ounce) bottle of Cisco; and , another

point- of-sale poster which depicts a model holding and about to

consume the contents of a large wine glass ,

full of Cisco.

packaging, marketing, and advertising
referred to in paragraphs four , five , and six , rcspondent represented
expressly or by implication , that Cisco wine products are wine coolers
PAR. 7. Through the

or other low-alcohol , single-serving beverages.

PAR. 8. In truth and in fact ,

Cisco wine products are not wine

coolcrs or other low- alcohol ,

single-serving beverages. Cisco is 20%
alcohol by volume (40 proof) and is three to five times as potent as a
wine cooler or other low-alcohol , single- serving beverage. A single

375ml botte of Cisco has the same quantity of alcohol

as five one

ounce servings of 80 proof vodka. Therefore , the representations set
forth in paragraph seven arc false and misleading.

PAK 9. Through the packaging, marketing, and advertising
referred to in paragraphs four , fivc , and six , respondent represented
expressly or by implication , that consumers may drink Cisco in
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quantities similar to wine coolers or other low alcohol , single-serving
beverages with no increased risk of injury.
PAR. 10. In truth and fact ,

many consumers may not consume Cisco

in quantities similar to wine coolers or other low- alcohol , singleserving beverages with no increased risk of injury. Consumption of
Cisco as if it were a wine cooler or other low- alcohol beverage- has
caused a significant number of persons consuming Cisco , who believed
it to be a wine cooler , to suffer alcohol poisoning, resulting in

unconsciousness and hospital emergency room care. Therefore , the
representation set forth in paragraph nine is false and misleading.

PAR. 11. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
affecting

complaint constitute deceptive acts or practices in or

commerce and false advertisements in violation of Sections 5 and 12
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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DECISION A:-D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Proteotion
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settement purposes only and does not constitute

an admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provision as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record

considered the
comments fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules , now in further conformity with the procedure

for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly

prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:

1. Respondent Canandaigua Wine Company is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Delaware , with its office and principal place of business
located at 116 Buffalo Street , in the City of Canandaigua , State of
New York.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
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ORDER

PART I.
(A)

It is ordered

That respondent ,

Canandaigua Wine Company, its

and its officers , representatives , agents , and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or
successors and assigns ,

including any wholesaler or retailer , in
connection with the adverlising, offering for sale , sale , or distribution
in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
other device , but not

Trade Commission Act , of Cisco brand wine or any other flavored
wine product containing more than 14% but not more than 24%

alcohol by volume ,

do forthwith cease and desist from:

1) Representing, directly or by implication , that any such product is
product that contains less than 7% alcohol by volume;
2) Representing, directly or by implication , that any package of any

a low- alcohol

such product contains only a single serving unless the contents of said

container are 100 milliliters or less; and
3) Requesting or otherwise encouraging any distributor or retailer
to display any such product with or next to any alcoholic beverage
that contains less than 7% alcohol by volume.
(B)

Provided That:

1) The packaging for the respective products depicted in Exhibit A
attached hereto , in any size or flavor , or packaging that does not

differ therefrom in any matcrial

respect , shall not constitute a

violation of subparagraphs (A)(I) or (A)(2);
2) The shipment prior to July 1 , 1991 , to any wholesaler of Cisco in
the packaging depicted in Exhibit B in any size or flavor , or packaging
that does not differ therefrom in any material respect , shall not

constitute a violation of subparagraphs (A)(I) or (A)(2). Shipment to
any wholesaler of any such product in the packaging
Exhibit B , or in a substantially similar botte

depicted in

with the same or a

substantially similar label configuration , after July 1 , 1991 , shall

constitute a violation of either of those subparagraphs except to the
extent that , and only so long as , shipping Cisco repackaged as

depicted in Exhibit Al to any wholesaler from the Cisco bottling
facility normally supplying it with Cisco is prevented solely by an act
or acts outside respondent' s control , such as , but not limited to , failure
of the glass manufacturer(s) to deliver the bottles , failure of the
botter to bottle the product ,

failure to receive changeover parts from
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bottling equipment producers , or failure of the label provider to

provide the labels; and , only if and so long as respondent has acted in
good faith and has used all reasonable efforts to effectuate shipping to

wholesalers from said botting plants ,

the product repackaged as

depicted in Exhibit Al at the earliest possible date after July 1 , 1991.
Provided that in no event shall the shipping of Cisco to . any
wholesaler in the packaging depicted in Exhibit B or in a substantially
similar botte with the same or substantially similar label configura-

tion continue for more than 90 days after July 1 ,

1991; and

3) Advertising for the products depicted in Exhibit A , other than
Cisco , crcated and first disseminated before the date of signing of this
agreement , shall not constitute a violation of subparagraphs (A)(l) or
(A)(2).
(C)
Provided further That no representation prohibited by subparagraphs (A)(I) or (2) shall arise in whole or part from any label , botte
or other container to the extent such label , bottle or other container
has been formally approved prior to its use under Section 105(e) of the
Federal Alcohol Administration Act , 27 U.sC. 205(e) and the

regulations thereunder.

PART II.

It is further ordered

That respondent ,

its successors and assigns

and its officers , representatives , agents and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of any unflavored wine product containing more than 14% but not
more than 24% alcohol by volume , in or affecting commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , shall

cease and desist from distributing any product in the bottle with the
label configuration depicted on Exhibit B hereto , or in any substantially similar bottle with that or a substantially similar label configura-

tion.
PART II,
It
is
further ordered That respondent shall , at any time prior to
twenty (20) days following the date this order becomes final , send by

first class mail to all Cisco distributors and to all retailers of Cisco

whose names and addresses shall have been requested from and to the

ex lent they have been furnished by such distributors ,

a letter:

A) Requesting the removal from retail display and disposal or return
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to CWC of all existing Cisco point-of- sale advertising and promotional

materials depicting any human form; and
B) Requesting that Cisco not be displayed for sale with or next to
any alcoholic beverage containing less than 7% alcohol by volume , on
the shelf , in the cooler or coldbox , or otherwise; and , that Cisco

instead be displayed with other fortified wines ,

if these are soltl.

The distributor letter shall be sent to all active Cisco wholesalers as of
the date of mailing. The retailer letter shall be sent within 30 days of
receipt of retailers ' names and addresses from their wholesalers.
PART IV.
It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall distribute a copy of this

order to each of its operating divisions and to each of its officers
directors , agents , or employees , but not including wholesalers or
retailers , having sales , advertising, or policy responsibilities with
respect to the subject matter of this order , and secure from each such
person a signed statement acknowledging receipt of the order.
PART V.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporation such as a dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of a

subsidiary, or any other change in the corporation that may affect

compliance obligations under this order.
PART VI.
It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days

after the date of service of this order

, and at such other times as the

Commission may require , file with the Commission a written report

settng forth in detail the manner and form in
with this order.

which it has complied
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